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Abstract

Industrial systems have to support an ever-increasing number of possible configurations. Ma-
chine control applications that determine the behaviour of these systems become increasingly
complex because they need to deal with these configurations. The complexity of these systems
and their machine control applications make it difficult to diagnose failures manually. In this
thesis, we present a practical approach that detects and diagnoses failures in these systems. The
method uses domain knowledge, such as machine control application specifications, to create a
model that can diagnose failures in a discrete-event system.

Our method actively diagnoses a system based on the concepts of partial observability of
discrete-event systems and system state estimation using a diagnoser model. The method detects
failures during system operation. After the occurrence of a failure, an active diagnoser stops
the system and starts active diagnosis. The active diagnoser repeatedly actuates the system and
listens to the system’s sensor values to exclude potential faults as potential root-cause. Based
on the resulting system output sequence, the diagnoser reduces the number of potential root-
causes, ideally to obtain a single root-cause. We use a prototype to demonstrate that these active
diagnosers can diagnose industrial systems after detecting failures.
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1 Introduction

Systems in the high-tech industry have to deal with an ever-increasing number of potential con-
figurations due to the market’s demand [1]. To deal with this demand, machine control applic-
ations controlling these industrial systems become increasingly complex [2]. New techniques
such as digital twins can analyse the behaviour of these machines. One application of digital
twins is to detect anomalous behaviour of these industrial systems. The digital twin gathers data
from the machine and uses models to determine if the shown behaviour is abnormal. A next
step is to determine the cause of abnormal behaviour. The root cause of abnormal behaviour,
such as a broken component, should be dealt with promptly to prevent potential unplanned pro-
duction interruption, as this results in cost increase [3]. Due to the machines’ complexity, it is a
time-consuming job to determine the root cause of an anomaly. This thesis focuses on methods
that can generically diagnose detected anomalies in industrial systems controlled by machine
control applications.

The rest of this chapter introduces the thesis. Section 1.1 discusses the context of the thesis.
Sections 1.2 and 1.3 describe the root cause analysis problem and the objective. Section 1.4
formulates the research questions. Section 1.5 describes the approach and finally, a reading
guide in Section 1.6 shows the structure of the remaining chapters of this thesis.

1.1 Context
This thesis is carried out as part of the Machinaide project. The Machinaide project is a
European cooperation of four countries and 19 partners. Together with Additive Industries,
Lely, TU/e, KE-works and Cordis Automation, ESI (TNO) forms the Dutch part of the pro-
ject. The project’s goal is to improve industrial machines and involved processes by applying
and improving knowledge-based services [4]. The usage of digital twins of machine control
applications is such a knowledge-based service.

1.2 Problem statement
Cordis Suite, developed by Cordis Automation, is a toolset for developing machine control
applications [5]. It lets users specify their Machine Control Applications (MCAs) using a UML
subset and generate code for various Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs). It is critical to
determine if systems controlled by these applications function as expected and act upon detected
anomalies to prevent potential unplanned production interruptions.

MCA specifications, such as those created with Cordis Suite, are currently not used to dia-
gnose anomalies. Cordis MCA specifications contain class diagrams that model the hierarchy
of the various components and contain behavioural diagrams, such as state machine diagrams,
that model the behaviour. In general, MCA specifications determine the machine’s behaviour.
It is unknown how an MCA specification can help interpret the machine’s behaviour.

An MCA specification gives information on the system behaviour; it explains what the ac-
tuators of a system should do based on the sensor values received. Interpreting the machine’s
behaviour means to try to reason which fault in the system could explain the shown behaviour.
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1.3 Objective
This thesis aims to define (semi-)automated methods that help diagnose anomalies in industrial
systems controlled by machine control applications. The methods should use readily available
domain knowledge, e.g., the machine control application specification and the execution data
(such as state machine transitions and sensor data). There are various kinds of anomalies, and
as many approaches to diagnosing them. Therefore, the objective is to deal with a part of the
problem stated above. The main focus is on anomalies caused by hardware faults, such as
malfunctioning or broken components, since this type of failure is common in industry and an
active research topic [2]. While software bugs are also a potential root cause, we assume that
the MCA specification models are correct and the code generation to PLC code is bug-free.

1.4 Research questions
The thesis will answer the following research questions to reach the project goal:

Q1 What are existing diagnostic methods for the diagnosis of anomalies in industrial systems?

Q2 Which quality criteria determine how well diagnostic methods fit in the context of ma-
chine control applications?

Q3 Which method for diagnosing detected anomalies of industrial systems found by answer-
ing Research question Q1 is most fitting according to the criteria of Research question Q2?

Q4 How can the method found by answering Research question Q3 be refined to use machine
control application specifications and data from systems in the field?

Q5 Which diagnostic information of the abnormal behaviour should a method present to sys-
tem developers?

Q6 Does the refined method of anomaly diagnosis found by answering Research question Q4
satisfy the criteria identified in Research question Q2?

The answer to the first research question provides an overview of existing methods of failure
diagnosis that are generic and knowledge-driven. The answer to the second research question
determines which criteria are relevant to finding the method that fits the context best. The
answer to the third research question uses the criteria of Research question Q2 to compare the
methods identified by answering Research question Q1. The answer to the fourth question
looks for a way to refine the method identified by Research question Q3 and apply it to systems
controlled by machine control applications. The answer to the fifth question determines how
the diagnosis of the refined method should be presented to a system developer. The answer to
the final question validates if the refined method is a good fit to the quality criteria identified by
answering Research question Q2.

Together the research questions should provide sufficient information to answer the main
research question: How can detected anomalies in systems controlled by machine control
applications be diagnosed in a generic and knowledge-driven way?

1.5 Approach
A first step towards the objective is to find methods that, based on domain-knowledge and an
MCA specification:

1. Generate a model to diagnose found anomalies,
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2. Use the model to diagnose failures in a system,

3. Present the diagnosis to a system engineer.

The second step is to determine a set of criteria to compare these methods. Based on the
criteria, the third step should compare the found methods to find the most suitable technique for
MCA-controlled systems by applying them to the same example. The fourth step is to determine
if we can improve the best-fitting technique by making the technique specific to MCA-controlled
systems.

The final step is to implement a prototype and apply it to a real use case to validate the
method in practice. Lely or Additive Industries, both partners in the Machinaide project, are
candidates for providing such a use case. An alternative is to use Cordis Suite’s toolset to create
a similar machine control application for the sole purpose of validating the found method.

1.6 Reading guide
This section gives an overview of each chapter. Chapter 2 shows the related work. It out-
lines various methods to detect and diagnose failures in industrial systems. Chapter 3 explains
the preliminaries of the thesis. It introduces discrete-event systems, the discrete-event system
specification toolset of Cordis Suite and discrete-event system diagnostics. Chapter 4 draws a
comparison between Bayesian networks and discrete-event system diagnostics based on a set of
criteria. Chapter 5 introduces a pragmatic approach based on discrete-event system diagnostics.
Chapter 6 describes a prototype used to demonstrate the proposed method. Chapter 7 summar-
ises the answers to the research questions, explains the thesis’ main contributions, discusses the
results and suggests future work.
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2 Related work

This section gives an overview of the approaches to detecting and diagnosing anomalies found
in the literature. The chapter is structured based on the topics of the related literature. Sec-
tion 2.1 defines several concepts used throughout the related work chapter and the rest of the
thesis. Section 2.2 describes review papers that compare several methods of anomaly diagnosis.
Section 2.3 discusses techniques using Bayesian networks. Sections 2.4 and 2.5 present papers
using decision trees and discrete-event system models to diagnose anomalies.

The anomaly diagnosis methods described in this chapter answer Research question Q1:
‘What are existing diagnostic methods for the diagnosis of anomalies in industrial systems?’

2.1 Definition of concepts
Before discussing the related work, this section defines the concepts used throughout the re-
mainder of the chapter and thesis. The definitions are based on Avižienis et al. [6], but some are
fitted to the domain of machine control applications. Definitions are shown in Bold font.

Definition 2.1.1 (System). A system is an entity that communicates with other entities, i.e.,
other systems such as software, hardware, humans and the physical world. The other entities
are also called the environment of the system. The interface or common frontier between the
system and its environment is called the system boundary. What a system is intended to do is
called its function. The behaviour of the system is what it does to perform its function.

Definition 2.1.2 (System structure). The structure of a system enables the system to generate
behaviour. A system is composed of a set of components, where each component is another
system. Components that cannot be split down into smaller components are called atomic.

Definition 2.1.3 (System state). The system state is the combination of all relevant information
about the system at a point in time. The external state of a system is the observable part of the
system state as perceived by users. The internal state is the part of the system state that users
cannot observe. The service delivered by a system is its behaviour as perceived by its users.
The service is a sequence of external system states.

In this thesis’ context, we assume that a system is a cyber-physical system [7] consisting
of several components. Such systems have varying functions, such as manufacturing products.
Most of the components are physical systems that combine sensors and actuators to achieve a
function. For example, a lift combines a cylinder with sensors that determine the cylinder’s
position. The function of the lift is to move objects vertically. A controller is a software
component that commands the physical components based on their sensor measurements and
human input. System engineers can design controllers, also called machine control applications.
The controller’s function is to give the physical components their desired behaviour and let
them work together. An important observation is that the controller cannot observe the other
components’ entire state; it can only see their external state. Furthermore, the controller cannot
observe the entire state of the physical world either.

Definition 2.1.4 (Failure). A system delivers correct service when its service implements the
system function. A service failure, abbreviated to failure, is an event that occurs when the
delivered function deviates from correct service. Since the service is a sequence of external
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states, a failure means that some states in the sequence deviate from the correct service state.
This state deviation is called an error. An error is a part of the system state that may lead to a
failure. It might also be possible for the error to be part of the internal state. A fault is the cause
of an error, also called a root-cause. An anomaly is a synonym for an error; it is a deviation
from the system’s normal state.

Definition 2.1.5 (Diagnosis). In the context of this thesis, a detected anomaly or failure is the
starting point. The goal is to determine the underlying fault that caused the deviation in system
behaviour, making the system no longer perform its function. Failure diagnosis is the activity
of determining the underlying fault(s) that through an error resulted in a failure. Root cause
analysis is a synonym for failure diagnosis.

Example 2.1.1. As an example, a conveyor belt actuator may break down. The broken conveyor
belt is a fault in the physical system. When the conveyor belt gets a command to start, this leads
to an error; it does not start. When this error is observable from outside the system, this error
leads to a failure; the system no longer performs its function.

2.2 Review papers
Solé et al. [8] review different methods and models to analyse the root cause of anomalies.
They describe the typical approach of creating a model and then inferring potential root causes
by adding observations to the model. Next, they review the models based on their complexity,
how they can be generated and their advantages and disadvantages regarding the inference of the
root cause based on observations. The paper is a good starting point to determine the potential
approaches of diagnosis anomalies. The paper describes various deterministic models such as
decision trees and probabilistic models such as Bayesian networks. The methods that are semi-
automatic and use domain knowledge are most relevant in our context and are discussed in the
following sections.

2.3 Bayesian networks
A Bayesian network is model that describes a set of variables and their conditional probabilities
[9]. Each node in the graph corresponds to a random variable that depends on other random
variables. Edges describe this dependency. Bayesian networks find the root cause of anomalies
by describing faults and their effect as nodes, and their causal relations as edges. Based on
observations on the system from a service engineer, the probability of fault-nodes will change,
and the model can diagnose the most probable root-cause. Bayesian networks are a Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG) because a node cannot depend on itself.

Typically, the random variables used in Bayesian networks are discrete and finite. In some
cases, the potential values of variables are not a finite set, i.e., they are continuous variables. The
inference of Bayesian networks that use continuous variables are computationally expensive
[10]. There are various ways to prevent such problems. Some methods discretise the continuous
variables by dividing the range of the continuous variable [9]. In literature there are various
approaches and frameworks that allow the usage of continuous variables [11] [10] [12].

In the following paragraphs we will describe the different subtypes of Bayesian networks
the are used in the diagnosis context. Then, we will discuss how different approaches use these
subtypes of Bayesian networks, varying from specifying Bayesian network based on physical
causality to more abstract types of networks. Then we will discuss how Bayesian networks can
be created from fault trees, since Bayesian networks can be more flexible in some scenarios.
Finally we will show a paper that applies Bayesian network to diagnosing software bugs, since
this might be relevant for machine control applications.
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Types of networks Various types of Bayesian networks exist to cope with shortcomings of
the basic Bayesian network. The required acyclic structure of Bayesian networks is such a
shortcoming. By definition, DAG’s do not contain any loops. In practice, the modelling of
dependencies of a system does result in loops. Think about a typical machine with a control
loop. Actuators influence the world. Consequently, sensors read this change and then influence
the actuators. In case the root cause of a phenomenon in the real world should be diagnosed,
this causes an issue with basic Bayesian networks.

Dynamic Bayesian networks can deal with loops by modelling a domain over time. A
Bayesian network is created for each time slice [13]. Dynamic Bayesian networks model de-
pendencies over time as edges between time slices. In industrial systems, this could mean that
sensors directly influence the world in one time slice and actuators influence what the sensor
reads in the next time slice. Some approaches use dynamic Bayesian networks to reason about
the most probable cause in the past for an observation made in the present [14].

Physical components modelled in Bayesian networks There are various ways to model a
domain into a Bayesian network to perform anomaly detection and diagnosis.

Barbini et al. [2] use Bayesian networks to reason about the health of components of indus-
trial systems. Based on the input and output variables of components, and the causal relations
between these variables, the used method determines the components’ health. The networks
consist of components, each with input variables, output variables and health nodes. The out-
put variables depend on the component’s health and input variables, while the input variables
depend on the output variables of other components. The output variables contain the domain
knowledge of what faulty behaviour is. By adding observations, the Bayesian network infers
the health of nodes.

More fundamental work by de Kleer and Kurien [15], was the first to introduce this model-
based approach with components as a basis. One notable assumption of the component-based
approach is that it bases the causal relation between components on their physical connection.
One component influences the another component by providing power, water or any other phys-
ical resource. In machine control applications, the control logic can also be the causal relation
between components; based on the state of components, the software logic within the machine
control application decides other components’ behaviour.

Borth and von Hasseln [16] describe an approach to model complex industrial systems using
Bayesian networks by using the system specification. According to the authors, data-driven
approaches often lack the required data and are therefore an impractical approach, while manual
creation of Bayesian network is often infeasible. Instead, they propose an approach that uses the
fact that often a lot of the same components are used in an industrial system. By creating small
components based on requirements, these can be assembled by connecting the input and output
of components. If time plays a role, dynamic Bayesian networks are the proposed solution.

Provan [17] shows the commonality of various temporal and atemporal models, including
Bayesian networks. The shown example of a Bayesian network is similar to the models used by
Barbini et al. [2]. The paper uses a water tank as an example. In the shown network, the amount
of water is conditionally dependent on the input flow. The amount of water is a dependency of
the output valve of the water tank. The method adds additional nodes for potential faults in the
system. One such node is leakage of the tank. The method can infer if the tank leaks based
on the input flow, the amount of water in the tank and the output flow. The paper introduces a
model that can generate both temporal and atemporal models.

Causal dependencies of variables in a Bayesian network Other approaches abstract away
from the physical structure and only capture the causal relationship between variables within
a system. Cai et al. [18] use this more data-driven approach. Based on historical data, it is
possible to determine what sensor values indicate an anomaly. System engineers can use the
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model to diagnose the root cause when the anomaly is known. The paper describes which types
of Bayesian networks exist within the data-driven approach.

Weidl et al. [19] apply Bayesian networks to an industrial process. The component-based
Bayesian network is called an Object-Oriented Bayesian Network (OOBN) in the paper. This
type of Bayesian networks can reason about faults on different levels. OOBN use low-level
networks as a single node in more high-level networks. The object-oriented network is a hier-
archical description of a system. The models typically consist of three layers, the cause, the
effect and the failure. Based on the failure, and observed effects, the original cause can be dia-
gnosed. The final step proposed by the paper shows the expert how to correct the diagnosed
faults.

Bayesian network generation from fault trees Perreault et al. [20] use fault trees as a basis
to create Continuous-Time Bayesian Networks (CTBN). While the usage of continuous-time is
out of scope for machine control applications, the generation from a fault tree is an appealing
approach. For the Bayesian network generation, the method assumes that a fault tree exists
that describes causes and effects. The first step in generating the network is to prune the fault
tree. The step removes all redundant-nodes. The next step ensures that the tree does not contain
duplicate nodes. In the last step, the method converts the fault tree into a Bayesian network.
The variables of the fault tree become a node in the Bayesian network. The method removes the
logic gates from the fault tree. The variables connected by a logic gate, now directly get an edge
in the Bayesian network. Next, Perreault et al. [20] describe how to parametrise the Bayesian
network for the various logic gates.

Mascaro et al. [14] describe Bayesian networks that do not use the physical layout. Their
method uses historical vessel information to determine if the behaviour of a vessel is abnormal.
It uses both a static Bayesian network and a dynamic Bayesian network. A similar model could
be created for machine control applications. In the paper, the model is not used to diagnose the
root cause of the anomaly.

Software in Bayesian networks While diagnosing anomalies caused by software bugs is out-
of-scope, some methods diagnose root causes of software bugs in Bayesian networks. Yu et al.
[21] generate Bayesian networks from source code. The method adds the results of software
tests as observations to the model. The observations eventually lead to the suspiciousness of
lines of code. If the code generation of machine control application seems to be a primary cause
of anomalies, the method is an inspiring approach. The state machine diagrams created in an
MCA specification are a potential substitute for source code. The method could then diagnose
the correctness of models created in the MCA specification. The method should then look at
suspicious transitions or states instead of lines of code.

2.4 Decision trees
A decision tree is a deterministic model that, when used in the context of failure diagnosis,
shows the process of determining the fault, based on the observations made [22]. This process
starts at a single root node. The nodes give a choice down to the leaves. Each node is a function
that determines the next node down the tree. The leaves describe which fault is most probable
based on the choices made. The nodes in the tree can either be Boolean functions or discrete
functions [23]. Boolean function give a choice between two cases, while discrete functions give
a choice between multiple cases. Decision trees used to classify a root cause are often called
fault trees [24].

The generation of a decision tree often involves machine learning, such as using artificial
neural networks or support vector machines [25]. A popular approach to learning such a decision
tree is a top-down induction approach by Wahl and Sheppard [24]. The top-down approach tries
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to partition the data, step by step, by splitting them on a variable. The greedy approach iteratively
tries to find a variable, that gives the largest information gain at each decision node down to the
root nodes.

In the following paragraphs we will discuss the found diagnostic methods using decision
trees in literature. In the first paragraph we will discuss methods that use domain knowledge. In
the following two paragraphs we will discuss literature that show how Bayesian networks can
be translated into decision trees and vice versa. Both models have their advantages and based on
the specific case, one of the two models could be preferable. The advantages of both methods
are discussed next. Finally we show a relevant paper that uses a reasoning framework based on
decision trees.

Generating decision trees using domain knowledge Various approaches integrate domain
knowledge into the learning process, such as using ontologies [26] [27]. Iqbal et al. [28] add
feature importance as domain knowledge to the learner. They apply the resulting framework on
a bank loan screening problem. The 20 attributes that determine if someone gets a loan, each
get a weighting by an expert. Next, the method learns the model, based on the data and expert
weighting. A similar approach could diagnose detected anomalies if an expect could determine
essential variables beforehand.

Abdelhalim et al. [29] use a rule-based approach for the generation of decision trees. Based
on a rule-set (most likely generated from data), the method generates a decision tree that uses
attribute effectiveness to determine which choice should be made first in the tree. The method
places the variable that is most influential in determining the right class of anomalies first. If
variables are equal in terms of attribute effectiveness, several additional steps describe how to
determine the best choice in the tree first. The rule-based approach’s idea is that the rules are
more straightforward to adapt than a created decision tree when the data changes.

Generating decision trees from Bayesian networks Wahl and Sheppard [24] discuss several
approaches that generate decision trees from Bayesian networks. The first approach creates a
data set from the Bayesian network. For each fault in the Bayesian network, samples are created
based on the Bayesian network’s probability tables. Next, the method trains the decision tree
using the induced data set. This approach is called induction by forward sampling. Two other
approaches try to select variables in the Bayesian network based on other measurements such as
KL-Divergence and MEU. The two final approaches are novel inventions of Wahl and Sheppard
[24] and are heuristics based on the Bayesian network’s dependency structure.

Generating Bayesian networks from decision trees The other way around, learning a
Bayesian network from a decision tree is also discussed in the literature. Strasser and Shep-
pard [30] created bipartite Bayesian networks, which are networks that only contain root cause
and observable effects from a fault tree. Strasser and Sheppard [30] describe an algorithm that
first adds the leaves (the faults) as nodes to the Bayesian network. Next for each test in the
decision tree, the method adds a node to the tree. The method adds an edge to the Bayesian net-
work for each connection between a test and a fault. If Cordis Suite clients use decision trees as
a method to determine faults, this method can create Bayesian networks from that information.
It is interesting to create Bayesian networks because they have the advantage that there is no
required order to test the system’s properties. If the first test in a decision tree is not possible to
conduct, then it is impossible to use a decision tree. The lack of choice is not a problem with
Bayesian networks.

Comparing Bayesian networks and decision trees Bayat et al. [31] compare learning a
Bayesian network against learning a decision tree from a medical data set. The authors use
the models to diagnose which patients get on a transplant waiting list first. While the medical
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data set is not comparable to industrial systems, the comparison between the two approaches
gives insight into their usage. Bayesian networks give a clear insight into the causal relationship
between variables; they give an overview of all variables and their relation. The decision tree is
more convenient to interpret by experts. The conclusion of the comparison between Bayesian
networks and decision trees is that the models are complementary.

Reasoning framework based on decision trees Sleuters et al. [32] describe an analysis ap-
proach for large scale internet-of-things (IoT) systems. The method uses a domain model con-
sisting of eight domain-specific languages to describe the desired behaviour of a system. The
created model, generated from the DSLs, serves as a digital twin. The approach feeds the data
generated from the physical IoT-system to the digital twin. The physical system and digital
twin run in parallel. Since both systems receive the same sensor input, the method can compare
their behaviour. The approach is applied to an elaborate lighting system to compare the digital
twin to the actual lighting behaviour. Using a comparator that processed both systems’ beha-
viour, differences in behaviour, i.e., anomalies, can be detected. A reasoning framework, most
comparable with a decision tree, is used for root-cause analysis.

2.5 Discrete-event system diagnostics
Discrete-event system diagnostics is an approach to detect and diagnose anomalies in systems
that typically fall in the category of discrete-event systems (DESs). While the name discrete-
event system diagnostics is rather generic, this is a specific approach different from Bayesian
networks and decision trees. The latter two can also diagnose other types of systems. Systems
fall in the discrete-event category when they have a discrete state space, i.e., have a finite number
of possible (system) states, and switch states in an event-driven way. Computer networks are
typical systems that fall in the DES category [33]. Continuous-variable systems can also be
modelled as a DES when the system is abstracted to a discrete level [34].

DES diagnostic models, not to be confused with models describing discrete-event systems in
general, model the entire system as one or more automata, with the specific purpose to diagnose
failures in a system. We will call the models used for diagnostics DES diagnostic models to
prevent confusion with a model describing a system’s behaviour. The DES diagnostic model
approach assumes that a controller, a software component, is connected to a set of physical
components with sensors and actuators. The physical components together are called the plant.
The controller can observe the plant based on the sensor values it receives. The controller gives
action commands to the plant, based on the sensor values obtained from the plant.

Not necessarily all plant properties are observable for a controller; a broken actuator or
sensor is not always trivially detectable by the controller. Only if sensors can detect a broken
component, the controller knows. The general idea behind DES-model diagnostics is determin-
ing the faults, assumed to be unobservable events, from observable events.

Diagnostics using a model including faulty behaviour Sampath et al. [33] use finite state
machines that contain both the desired behaviour and failure behaviour of a system under con-
sideration. A controller automaton and several physical component automata form the full sys-
tem automaton. The component models describe the physical components’ behaviour and con-
tain unobservable transitions, such as faults. The controller model describes the control logic
between physical components and is assumed to be fault-free. As the controller cannot know in
which state the system is due to the unobservable behaviour, the approach creates a diagnoser
from the full system model [34]. The diagnoser estimates the system state and can detect and
diagnose failures.

Other authors improved the original model of Sampath et al. [35] in various ways. Some
approaches use a distributed modelling structure, to prevent the computation complexity of a
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monolithic model [34]. Others include timing information in the model [36]. Zhao et al. [37] de-
scribe a minimum diagnosis approach, which focuses on more probable diagnoses. The method
uses only minimal fault sets and ignores supersets that are improbable to happen. This heuristic
avoids the complexity of the original model.

Diagnostics using a fault-free model DES diagnostic model approaches using a model that
includes the faulty behaviour can only detect and localise modelled faults. A fault-free model
does not have this limitation. The principle behind the fault-free model approach is to compare
the system under consideration against the fault-free model. If the system shows behaviour that
is not part of the fault-free model, a fault occurred in the system [36].

Roth et al. [36] describe an approach using a fault-free model to diagnose a system. The used
automaton is called a Non-Deterministic Autonomous Automaton with Output (NDAAO). The
method learns the automaton by observing event sequences, called paths, of the system during
a failure-free run. An evaluator that compares the behaviour system against the model uses the
NDAAO as the fault-free model. During operation, the system feeds data to the evaluator. The
evaluator tries to reproduce the output. If the model cannot represent the output sequence, the
evaluator detects a failure. The model’s alphabet consists of input-output vectors (I/O-vectors);
where I/O-vectors consist of sensor values and controller outputs (action commands). The I/O-
vectors are also the basis for failure diagnosis. Based on which sensor-values or controller
outputs are unexpected, it gives an insight which component could contain a fault.

Moreira and Lesage [38] continue the work of Roth et al. [36] but use a new model. The
new model is more effective than the previous model because it prevents excessive language
that is possible in NDAAO’s. During learning, each transition in the model also remembers to
which learned paths it belongs. When checking a system’s behaviour, it is not only checked
if the observed path can be reproduced in the model, but it is also checked if paths associated
with a transition are coherent with the observed path. The approach is similar because it also
requires one first to identify the fault-free model and afterwards use I/O-vectors in the system to
diagnose the fault.

A master thesis recently written at TNO describes a method that internally uses fault-free
models. Jansen [39] uses runtime verification to determine abnormal behaviour. The method lets
domain experts describe rules over a particular scope, such as that an event should occur every
ten seconds. The method uses state machines internally to determine violations of the rules. The
method also uses MCA specifications as a data source. Therefore we can use information about
the extraction of data from MCA specifications in this thesis.

Supervisory control synthesis Supervisory Control Synthesis (SCS) is related to the dia-
gnosis using DES diagnostic models. In general, SCS is a formal method to create controllers
for complex systems. The controllers restrict the system’s possible behaviour. The idea is to take
the models of all physical components of the system and compose them to obtain the plant’s un-
controlled behaviour. SCS algorithms synthesise controllers based on the potential behaviour
of the plant and the requirements. By design, the algorithm also creates a controller that is
non-blocking, controllable and maximally permissive [40].

Reijnen et al. [40] and Reijnen et al. [41] apply supervisory control synthesis to a waterway
lock and a movable bridge, respectively. Fault-free DES-model approaches could apply the
synthesised controllers as a fault-free model.

There also exist supervisory controllers that cope with faults in the plant. Reijnen et al.
[42] describe an approach that creates fault-tolerant supervisory controllers. The approach first
synthesises a supervisory controller based on the requirements and component models when the
system operates nominally. When the supervisory controller operates as expected, the next step
is to incorporate the component models’ faulty behaviour. A diagnoser, based on the system
model including faults, determines the faults of the system. The faults detected by the diagnoser
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are a special kind of sensor inputs to the controller. As preparation for the fault-tolerant con-
troller, the requirements should differentiate between normal behaviour and behaviour after the
occurrence of a fault. Likewise, plant models should differentiate the behaviour of the plant,
based on the occurrence of faults. With the changed plant models and requirements, the al-
gorithm creates a supervisory controller that changes its behaviour after a fault, to satisfy the
requirements corresponding to the fault.

Although the approaches above can already cope with large systems, similar to DES
diagnostic models, there are methods to improve supervisory control synthesis’s scalability.
Goorden et al. [43] prevent the creation of the entire system model, by determining which re-
quirements apply to which part of the plant’s components. The method uses a tree structure
with the single components on the lowest layer. Requirements that apply to multiple compon-
ents are on layers above. The synchronous composition of all models in the tree together forms
the controller.

Modular DES diagnostics models A modular or component-based DES diagnostic model
approach uses the system’s structure to reduce the computational complexity of diagnosing a
system. These approaches use local diagnosers for each component. The local diagnosers send
their verdict to a central coordinator. The approach fits MCA applications well because MCA
specification models are typically component-based (both logical and physical components).
Debouk et al. [44] describe an approach that uses component models that include faulty, unob-
servable transitions, similar to Sampath et al. [33]. The approach creates a diagnoser for each
component that contains fault transitions. The local diagnoser sends a notice to the coordinator
after it finds a fault. The coordinator declares that a fault has happened if any local diagnoser
declares that a fault occurred; the coordinator forwards the message. The primary assumption to
diagnose the system is that the local models regularly take transitions. If a fault occurs in a local
physical component, but the local diagnoser never executes transitions, it cannot determine if
faults occur.

Cabral et al. [45] use the same structure but use different local diagnosers. The method
uses fault-free Binary Petri-nets to diagnose faults in components. The local Petri-nets directly
connect to a global fault state. When a local diagnoser detects a fault, it fires a transition from
that local diagnoser to the global fault state (similar to the coordinator in Debouk et al. [44]). The
Petri-nets start in the initial system state. Transitions in the model lead to multiple states based
on the potential states of the original model. If the system executes an event that is not possible
in a fault-free model’s potential state, then that state is removed from the list of potential states.
This way, if there are no potential states left in the local model, a fault must have occurred. The
local diagnoser, therefore, executes the transition to the global fault state.

Active diagnosis The diagnostics considered in the previous paragraphs is passive diagnosis.
An external entity monitors the behaviour of the system without changing the behaviour of the
system. Active diagnosis changes the behaviour of the system to detect and diagnose faults.
Sampath et al. [46] describe a method to synthesise controllers that adhere to a set of require-
ments and make the controlled systems diagnosable. A proposed two-step algorithm, using
supervisory control synthesis, restricts the actions of the controller such that the system always
remains diagnosable.

Chanthery and Pencolé [47] find the approach of Sampath et al. [46] too restrictive in terms
of system behaviour. Instead, they interpret the diagnosis problem as a planning problem. Their
approach tries to find all admissible test plans to determine a fault has occurred. The approach
uses an active diagnoser that observes the system similar to a passive diagnoser and can de-
termine when a fault has occurred with certainty. Additionally, it determines for each potential
fault, which path will prove that a fault has occurred or not. Whether a different path should be
taken and which path is taken by the active diagnoser is determined by which criteria are most
important to the system engineers. Examples of criteria are how critical the potential fault is,
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the similarity between the original mission plan and the proposed path, and the cost of specific
actions.

2.6 Conclusion
This chapter gave an overview of the existing anomaly diagnosis methods, supplemented with
related anomaly detection methods. The chapter answered Research question Q1: ‘What are ex-
isting diagnostic methods for the diagnosis of anomalies in industrial systems?’. There is a wide
variety of methods to create a diagnostics model, often having data-driven aspects. The primary
domain knowledge-driven approaches create Bayesian networks, DES diagnostics models or
decision trees.
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3 Preliminaries

This chapter describes the information needed to read the remaining chapters. Section 3.1 gives
an introduction to discrete-event systems and the control of this type of systems. Section 3.2
gives an overview of Cordis Suite and Section 3.3 introduces discrete-event system diagnosis.

3.1 Discrete-event systems and controllers
A Discrete-Event System (DES) is characterised by its discrete-state space and event-driven
behaviour [33]. As described in Section 2.1, the system state - abbreviated to state - is the rel-
evant information of a system at one point in time. The state of discrete-event systems changes
because of events. The state space of a DES is a discrete set, meaning that each state is distinctly
different from every other state. In other words, each state is ‘isolated’ [48].

Example 3.1.1. For example, a lift between two levels can be up, down or in between positions,
i.e. the state space is {UP,DOWN, INBETWEEN}.

Definition 3.1.1 (Event and state transition). An event is something occurring instantaneously,
that changes the state of the system [49]. Such a state change is called a state transition caused
by the event.

Sometimes a specific action is bound to an event, such as the press of a button. Other events
are generated by the system because a variable has reached a threshold, think of the change of
temperature in a system or because the lift in Example 3.1.1 reaches a position. After presenting
a definition for both events and states, we present the following definition of discrete-event
systems:

Definition 3.1.2 (Discrete-event system). A system is a discrete-event system when it has two
properties [49]:

1. The state space is a discrete set

2. All state transitions are caused by events

Comparison to other systems Compared to DESs, other types of systems differ in the kind
of states and the way in which system states change. As an example, continuous-state systems
describe their states by vectors of real numbers which change gradually. Informally, this means
that for every state, there is another state that is infinitely close. The states in a continuous-time
or discrete-time system change as the time changes, while discrete-event systems are not time-
driven. For additional information on DESs in general, Cassandras and Lafortune [49] give an
overview of DESs and the difference with other system types.

Structure of a DES As Sampath et al. [33] describe, a DES typically consist of two layers
of controllers. A high-level controller commands low-level equipment controllers. Figure 3.1
illustrates this architecture. The low-level controllers use sensors and actuators of the physical
system to interact with this system. The physical system is also called the plant. Each low-level
controller is an interface for a physical component in the system, such as a lift. The high-level
controller, also called a supervisor or supervisory controller, is tasked with the control and
coordination of the low-level components.
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High-level controller

Low-level controller M

Actuator PSensor N

Low-level controller 2

Actuator 3Sensor 3Sensor 2

Low-level controller 1

Actuator 2Actuator 1Sensor 1

Figure 3.1: Typical structure of a discrete-event system

3.1.1 Controller
In this thesis, we assume that the supervisory controller is the ‘brain’ of the system. The low-
level controllers are a way for the supervisory controller to communicate with the rest of the
system using sensors and actuators. Therefore, in this report, the supervisory controller is the
part of interest and will be abbreviated to controller, while the low-level controllers will be
implicitly available.

A Machine Control Application is another word for a supervisory controller; it is the
software application run on hardware. In practice, machine control applications run on Pro-
grammable Logic Controllers (PLCs) and micro-controllers. So-called Soft PLCs implement
traditional PLC functionality through software on personal computers, often running a specific
operating system for embedded applications [50]. We should note that PLC-controlled systems
are only a type of DES, the methods we propose are applicable to all DESs.

Scan cycles One notable characteristic of PLCs is the way they handle the sensor and actuat-
ors. PLCs operate in scan cycles. Every scan cycle, a PLC first reads its inputs, then executes its
instructions as described in its machine control application and finally updates its outputs [51].
Figure 3.2 shows the scan cycle of a PLC. Typically the time between scan cycles is fixed. The
cycle time depends on the specific PLC and PLC manufacturer.

Start

Scan
inputs

Execute
instruc-

tions

Update
outputs

Figure 3.2: Scan cycle of a PLC
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3.2 Cordis Suite
Cordis Suite is a toolset created by Cordis Automation as a means to develop and support ma-
chine control applications for industrial systems. Instead of writing code for these systems,
Cordis Suite provides a low-code development platform. As an effect, system designers, the
end-users of Cordis Suite, need no extensive programming knowledge. They only have to be
expert on their domain and understand UML diagrams to specify machine control applications.
The platform lets system developers describe their machine control application in terms of class
diagrams, state machine diagrams and activity diagrams. The following summary of the func-
tionality is based on Cordis Suite documentation [52].

Cordis Suite consists of four components, as shown in Figure 3.3. Cordis Modeler lets
users describe the controller in terms of UML diagrams and provides ways to check the models’
syntax. Cordis Modeler can translate the combination of diagrams into code for different kinds
of programmable logic controllers. Cordis Modeler can also generate diagrams representing
the current state in state machine models in the Cordis Dashboard. Figure 3.3 shows how the
generated code compiles into a controller for the various types of PLCs.

Another component is the Machine Control Server (MCS) which retrieves the events from
different types of PLCs and sends them to the Cordis Dashboard. The Cordis Dashboard shows
the system’s observable variables and the current states in the various state machine diagrams. It
also sends commands to the system. The Machine Control Server also contains the functionality
to create plugins. These plugins subscribe to events of controllers and send commands to con-
trollers connected to the MCS. Examples of plugins are specific human-machine interfaces for
a customer or digital twin data retrieval and collection. An additional component for simulating
a machine is the Cordis Gateway. As Figure 3.3 shows, the Cordis Gateway acts as a proxy
between the controller and external simulations.

Cordis Modeler Cordis Machine 
Control Server

Cordis Dashboard

Live
diagrams

Generated code

Compiles
into

Controller Cordis Gateway Simulation

Generates

Command/
observe

User I/O

PLC events/
commands

Simulator 
events

Figure 3.3: Component overview of Cordis Suite [52]

3.2.1 Cordis Modeler models
There are three types of UML diagrams used in Cordis Modeler to define a machine control ap-
plication: class diagrams, state machine diagrams and activity diagrams. We will focus on class
diagrams and state machine diagrams since the state machine diagrams are more commonly
used in Cordis Modeler and can describe activity diagrams’ functionality. Both behavioural
models are equally expressive in the Cordis modeler context. This subsection introduces the
models used in Cordis Suite, which are a restricted version of the corresponding UML diagram.
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Class diagram A class diagram in Cordis Modeler describes the hierarchy of components
in the system. The ‘classes’ represent the physical components in the field and more abstract
components to bundle physical components that perform a task together. The class diagrams in
Cordis Modeler are restricted to be directed acyclic graphs, with the entire machine’s class as the
root node. There are various types of relation edges possible between the different components,
such as composition, aggregation and usage. The models require a strict hierarchy and no
relation can form loops.

The diagram expresses the cardinality of each component on the edges. The cardinality
describes the number of components in a relation. It is possible to define a set of error statuses,
commands, constants, settings, input and output signals, and variables for each class. We will
discuss each of these properties in the state machine diagrams paragraph below. Figure 3.4
shows a simplified example of a class diagram as described in Cordis Modeler. A heating
machine consists of one blower and one heating element. The heating machine has a target
temperature as setting and commands for enabling and disabling the machine. The composition
edges between the components show that a heating machine cannot function without either the
blower or the heating element.

11

Heater

� Setting � TargetTemp : Real
� Input � CurTemp : Real

� Cmd � Disable()
� Cmd � Enable()

HeatingElement

� Cmd � On()
� Cmd � Off()

Blower

� Cmd � On()
� Cmd � Off()

Figure 3.4: Example of a class diagram

State machine diagrams The state machines used in Cordis Modeler describe (a part of) the
behaviour of a component. For each component in the class diagram, a state machine diagram
can define behaviour. The state machine diagrams of a class can only access classes that are
lower in the class diagram tree. The state machine diagrams consist of a set of states and the
transitions between these states. Cordis Modeler offers features to improve usability such as
sub-states, but we do not consider this in this chapter.

Most interesting are the state transitions. The transitions in Cordis Modeler contain guards,
which are Boolean expression. When a guard evaluates to true, the state transition is enabled.
Guards becoming true are considered events in Cordis state machine models. Guards consist
of functions of properties. Properties describe a part of the state of components. Typically,
functions on properties retrieve the value of such a property. Guards compare the properties
with other properties or fixed values. Table 3.1 describes the properties available in Cordis
Modeler.

Please note that the properties described in Table 3.1, except variables and settings, can also
be used by components higher up in the class diagram, e.g., a state machine of the heater of the
example in Figure 3.4 can also use properties of the blower on its transitions.

During operation of the controller, in each scan cycle, the current state in each state machine
diagram is ‘activated’. The activated diagram executes actions described in the current state and
checks for enabled transitions. There are two types of actions for each state, entry statements
and continuous statement. Entry statements are executed once, when the state becomes active.
The continuous statements get executed each scan cycle.
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Property Explanation

Settings A setting is a variable, specifically meant to be adjusted
by system operators. Typically these are variables such as
the target temperature or speed of a certain actuator.

Commands Commands can be issued by components higher up in the
class diagram, but can also be issued by a system operator.

Constants Constants are variables determined beforehand and can-
not change during system execution.

Variables Variables are internal values that typically do bookkeep-
ing within the model.

Inputs and outputs Inputs and outputs are used to communicate with the
hardware. Sensors are inputs, and actuators are outputs.

Input and output signals Input and output signals are used to communicate
between components inside the controller. Signals do not
communicate with the hardware, but only between state
machines of various components.

Observers Inputs, outputs and input-/output-signals are internal
properties by default. Only when a property is an ob-
server, external clients will have access to these proper-
ties. Cordis Dashboard is an example of an external cli-
ent.

States The current state, sub-state or state of components lower
in the class diagram.

Table 3.1: Properties in Cordis Modeler

In the case of an enabled transition, the current state in the state machine diagram gets
changed according to the transition. The execution of each scan cycle starts with the state
machine diagrams of the root component and descends to its children’s state machine diagrams.
In practice, this means that it is not a pure discrete-event system, since it contains discrete-
time behaviour. Still, while only checked every cycle, events determine the system behaviour.
Besides, any computer system operates in cycles and hence a proper discrete-event system does
not exist.

Example 3.2.1. Figure 3.5 shows a state machine diagram for the HEATER in Figure 3.4. The
diagram has three states, with the initial state being DISABLED. Giving the command ENABLE
results in a state transition to the COOLING state. If the temperature is below a target temperat-
ure, the state machine will switch to HEATING. If the temperature is equal or above the target,
or the command to disable the heater is given, the state machine will change to COOLING.
COOLING has a transition to DISABLED, fired when the DISABLE command is given.

The guards contain the functions CMDCHCK, which checks if the command given as ar-
gument was activated and CMDSET which initiates a command. The functions INP and SETT
retrieve the value of an input signal and a setting respectively. Cordis Suite offers various other
functions for all types of properties.

3.2.2 MerryGoRound
The MerryGoRound is an example system of Cordis Automation used to teach users about
Cordis Suite and to test Cordis Suite functionality. The MerryGoRound is a fictitious system
designed to indefinitely move trays between components that together form a loop. The trays
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DisabledDisabled

entry/ CmdSet(Blower.On)
CmdSet(HeatingElement.On)

Heating

entry/ CmdSet(Blower.On)
CmdSet(HeatingElement.On)

Heating

entry/ CmdSet(Blower.Off)
CmdSet(HeatingElement.Off)

Cooling

entry/ CmdSet(Blower.Off)
CmdSet(HeatingElement.Off)

Cooling

[CmdChk(Enable)]

[Inp(CurTemp) <
Sett(TargetTemp)]

[CmdChk(Disable) OR Inp(CurTemp) >= Sett(TargetTemp)]

[CmdChk(Disable)]

Figure 3.5: Example of a state machine diagram

move between multiple components to eventually return to their starting point, where the same
route repeats. Each component has sensors and actuators. The machine can move trays clock-
wise and counter-clockwise. Figure 3.6 gives an overview of the MerryGoRound. When the
system starts in the counter-clockwise configuration, a gantry moves trays from the back of the
MerryGoRound (an arbitrary starting point) to the left conveyor belt. The left conveyor belt
transports the trays to a lift. A lift (shown in green) moves the trays down onto the front con-
veyor belt. Next, the front conveyor belt moves trays to the right lift. The right lift moves the
trays onto the right conveyor belt, which transports the trays to the right gantry. The right gantry
puts the trays back in the starting position.

Cordis Modeler generates the controller of the MerryGoRound. The controller specification
describes the behaviour of each component by a set of state machine diagrams. Figure 3.7 shows
a part of the class diagram describing the components’ hierarchy.

Figure 3.6: Image of the MerryGoRound simulation
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MerryGoRound

SideConveyorFrontConveyor Gantry

Lift Motor

Cylinder

Figure 3.7: Abstract version of MerryGoRound class diagram

3.3 Discrete-event system diagnosis
Sampath et al. [35] introduced a formal framework for the diagnosis and diagnosability of
discrete-event systems. Their work provides the basis for most of the other works discuss-
ing diagnosability and diagnosis of DESs. Throughout this thesis, models for the diagnosis of
DESs will be described as DES diagnostic models, to clarify that the models can diagnose sys-
tems. This clarification is needed because the models are very similar to models that describe
the behaviour of the discrete-event systems. While the previously described machine control
application models describe the desired part of the behaviour of the system and describe what
the actuators should do based on the received sensor values, the DES diagnostic models are
more generic and describe all possible state of a discrete-event system.

For the introduction to the framework in this section, we use our own definitions of DES
diagnostics based on the original paper of Sampath et al. [35] and the review work of Zaytoon
and Lafortune [34]. Before introducing DES diagnostics, this section will introduce several
concepts and formulas that are used to diagnose DESs, but are not specific to DES diagnostics.

3.3.1 Finite state machine
A Finite State Machine (FSM) describes the states and state transitions of a discrete-event sys-
tem. An FSM is represented by a four-tuple as defined by Equation 3.1, where X are the states,
Σ is the set of events, δ : X × Σ ↪→ X is the (partial) transition function and x0 ∈ Σ is the
initial state [53].

G = (X,Σ, δ, x0) (3.1)

Definition 3.3.1 (Active event set). The transition function determines the potential events pos-
sible at each state. For an FSM G = (X,Σ, δ, x0), the subset of events that could occur in state
x ∈ X is called the active event set of that state and is defined by Equation 3.2.

e(x) = {σ | σ ∈ Σ ∧ δ(x, σ) is defined} (3.2)

Each FSM describes a language, i.e, a set of sequences of events. We will denote the lan-
guage of an FSM G with L(G). We will extend the transition function for an FSM to define it
for a sequence of events, if that sequence of events is part of the language generated by the FSM.
We will call this the extended transition function of an FSM and use it do show the resulting
state of an FSM after a sequence of events.
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Definition 3.3.2 (Extended transition function). Equation 3.3 defines the extended transition
function as a recursive definition for an FSM G = (X,Σ, δ, x0) where x ∈ X is a state, s ∈ Σ∗

is a sequence of events, σ ∈ Σ is a single event and sσ ∈ L((X,Σ, δ, x)), i.e, in the language of
G, with x as initial state. Equation 3.4 shows the base case of the recursive definition, an empty
sequence of events ε results in staying the current state x.

δ∗(x, sσ) = δ(δ∗(x, s), σ) (3.3)
δ∗(x, ε) = x (3.4)

3.3.2 Partial observability
Controllers of discrete-event systems can only observe events through sensors. From the per-
spective of the controller, the commands given to a system and the received sensor values from
a system are the only observable events of a system. Other system events cannot be seen by the
controller and are deemed to be unobservable. The function that determines what is visible to
the controller is called the projection P (.). Figure 3.8 shows the idea of partial observability of
the controller; it can only see the projection P (.) of the system behaviour. In this example, E1,
E3 and Et are visible to the controller, while E2 is not.

Behaviour E1 E2 E3 Et

E1 E3 Et

Observed

. . .. . .

. . .

P (.)

Figure 3.8: The controller can only see observable events

Definition 3.3.3 (Observable and unobservable events). For an FSM G = (X,Σ, δ, x0), we
can define what is observable from the perspective of the controller. The event set is split into
observable and unobservable events Σ = Σo ∪ Σuo, where Σo are observable events and Σuo

are the unobservable events.

For instance, observable events are sensor values received by the controller and commands
given by the controller.

Because of partial observability, it is also impossible to know the exact system state from
the perspective of the controller. When the controller knows the current state and observes an
observable event, several unobservable events could precede the observable event.

Definition 3.3.4 (Reach). For an FSM G = (X,Σ, δ, x0), the reach S(x, σ) of state x ∈ X and
observable event σ ∈ Σo gives the set of possible states of the system after the occurrence of
the observable event σ and the sequence of preceding unobservable events s. The reach S(x, σ)
is defined in Equation 3.5.

S(x, σ) = {δ∗(x, sσ) where s ∈ Σ∗uo} (3.5)

In practice, some of the events in a system are undesired. A fault event causes an undesired
deviation of the system. After such a fault, the system does not have the desired normal be-
haviour, but has faulty behaviour. Likewise, if the current state is reached without faults, it is
called a normal state, while a state reached after the occurrence of a fault is called a faulty state.
An additional distinction on the event set can be made.
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Definition 3.3.5 (Faults). For an FSM G = (X,Σ, δ, x0), the state space X and the event set
Σ account for the normal and faulty behaviour of the system. Fault events in the system are
assumed to be unobservable, because otherwise they are trivial to detect. Hence, let the fault
set, the set of fault events of a system, be Σf ⊆ Σuo.

3.3.3 Synchronous composition
A DES consisting of several components can be described in a modular way, by defining an
FSM for each component. The complete system model can be generated from component mod-
els by synchronous composition [54]. For two FSM’s, G1 = (X1,Σ1, δ1, x01) and G2 =
(X2,Σ2, δ2, x02), the synchronous composition G = G1 ×G2, resulting in G = (X,Σ, δ, x0)
is defined by Equations 3.6 to 3.9. We will denote the synchronous composition of multiple
models with

∏
.

Equation 3.9 describes the transition function δ. A distinction is made based on the active
event set of the original states of the individual models. If event σ is possible in both states x1
and x2, then the composed model contains a transition with the event. The transition describes
that both of the original models execute the transition with the shared event. Please note that this
is the only way that a shared event can be fired. If an event σ is active in x1, but not in x2 and the
event is used elsewhere in G2, i.e., σ ∈ Σ2, then there is no transition in the composed model.
Furthermore, if an event exists in G1 or G2 only, then only that model executes a transition.

Σ = Σ1 ∪ Σ2 (3.6)
X = X1 ×X2 (3.7)
x0 = (x01 × x02) (3.8)

δ((x1, x2), σ) =


(δ1(x1, σ), δ2(x2, σ)) if σ ∈ e1(x1) ∩ e2(x2)

(δ1(x1, σ), x2) if σ ∈ e1(x1)− Σ2

(x1, δ2(x2, σ)) if σ ∈ e2(x2)− Σ1

undefined otherwise

(3.9)

Example 3.3.1. To illustrate the process of synchronous composition, an example is shown in
Figure 3.9. The two left models, Figures 3.9a and 3.9b, are composed into the right model,
Figure 3.9c. The transition with event a is a shared transition. x1 and y1 and share a as an active
event. In the composed model, this result in a transition to state (x2, y2). Event d is possible
from y1 and is not present in G1, hence a transition is added from (x1, y1) to (x1, y3), only the
state ofG2 changes. Event b cannot be executed in (x1, y1) because both models share the event
and b is not in the active set of y1. This gives an example for each case in Equation 3.9.

3.3.4 Overview of DES diagnostics
The goal of the DES diagnostics approach is to create a diagnoser; a model that can detect
failures and can diagnose which fault caused the failure based on the observable behaviour.
The diagnoser is generated from a system model. The diagnoser runs along the system and
uses the observable events. The diagnoser deals with the uncertainty of unobservable event by
keeping track of all possible states of the system (including normal and faulty states) after each
observable event. After an observable event, the diagnoser determines whether unobservable
events could have happened just before the observable event (by checking a diagnosis model).
Based on the observable event and the potential unobservable events, it determines the next
potential states of the system (again, based on the diagnosis model). A DES diagnoser is created
by the following three steps:
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Figure 3.9: Illustration of synchronous composition

1. For each component i, create a diagnosis model Gi = (Xi,Σi, δi, x0i). These are models
that contain faults.

2. Generate the complete system diagnosis model by creating the synchronous composition
of the component diagnosis models. I.e., for component models Gi, i = 1 . . . N , create G
= (X,Σ, δ, x0) with G =

∏N
i=1Gi.

3. Generate a diagnoser from the system model created in Step 2, which we will explain in
Section 3.3.5.

3.3.5 Creating the diagnoser from the system model
The final step is to create a diagnoser from the system diagnosis model. A diagnoser for system
diagnosis model G = (X,Σ, δ, x0) is an FSM denoted by Gd = (Qd,Σd, δd, q0d). A state
qd ∈ Qd in the diagnoser has the form qd = {(x1, `1), . . . , (xn, `n)} where n ∈ N, n ≥ 1 and
xi ∈ X and the label `i is a set giving information about faults.

Definition 3.3.6 (Fault label). A label `i can be ∅, meaning that the system state is the result of
normal system behaviour or a set of faults {F1, F2, . . . , Fk} where k ∈ N, k ≥ 1 and Fi ⊆ Σf

for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, if the described faults resulted in the system state.

Each state in the diagnoser represents the potential system states, based on the observable
behaviour. The diagnoser assumes that the system starts in a normal state, with a corresponding
∅ label. Hence, the initial state of a diagnoser is {(x0, ∅)}.

Definition 3.3.7 (Diagnoser calculation). A diagnoser Gd = (Qd,Σd, δd, q0d) is recursively
calculated from the initial state. Given a state q1 of the diagnoser and an observable event σ, the
next state q2 can be calculated with the following two steps:

1. For each system state x in the diagnoser state q1, calculate the reach S(x, σ), based on the
observable event σ and the possible unobservable events preceding the observable event.

2. For a new state x′ ∈ S(x, σ), where s is the sequence of unobservable events leading to
x′, that is δ∗(x, sσ) = x′, the label propagates based on the current fault label and the
potential faults found on transitions. Equation 3.10 defines how a label ` of (x, `) in q1
propagates into the new label `′ of (x′, `′) in q2.

`′ = ` ∪ {f | f occurs in s} (3.10)
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Example 3.3.2. Figure 3.10a shows an example system model. The only unobservable event in
the model is the fault event fault, which we will describe as F in the diagnoser. Figure 3.10b
is the computed diagnoser for the system model example. The system model and the generated
model are based on an example of Zaytoon and Lafortune [34], but are altered to adhere to the
original definition of Sampath et al. [33].

As described in the creation procedure of the diagnoser, the diagnoser starts in the initial
state with the label ∅. The only possible observable event in the system model is enable. Since
we assume that an unobservable event can only precede an observable event and there is no
event preceding enable, the next state of the diagnoser is {(2, ∅)}. From state 2, the command
act can be given. In this case, the observable event can be preceded by the unobservable event
fault. Therefore the reach is {3, 5}, resulting in state {(3, ∅)}, (5, {F})}, meaning that the
system could be either in state 3 or 5. The label of 5 is F , since a fault must have occurred to be
in that state. The remainder of the model is calculated in the same way.

1start

2

3

4

5

enable

actval

fault

actval

val2

(a) Example system model

{(1, ∅)}start

{(2, ∅)}
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{(2, ∅), (4, {F})}

{(5, {F})}

{(4, {F})}

enable

act

valact
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val act

val2

(b) Diagnoser for fault fault

Figure 3.10: Example of a system model and its diagnoser

3.3.6 Diagnosability
If the diagnoser runs in parallel with the system, the diagnoser can determine if faults occurred
by checking its state’s labels. If the diagnoser reaches a state with only tuples carrying a label
with faults, then a fault occurred with certainty. A state of the diagnoser without empty labels
is called an F -certain state. More specifically, if each label contains the same fault Fi, then
the diagnoser state is Fi-certain. In the example of Figure 3.10, the states {(4, {F})} and
{(5, {F})} are F -certain. When ∅ is one of the labels in the diagnoser state, it is impossible to
determine that a fault has occurred. A distinction can be made between normal states with only
empty labels and F -uncertain states, which are states of the diagnoser that contain both fault
and empty labels. The diagnoser states {(1, ∅)} an {(2, ∅)} are examples of normal states, while
{(3, ∅), (5, {F})} and {(2, ∅), (4, {F})} are examples of F -uncertain states.

A system is diagnosable if a fault in the system leads to an F -certain state within a finite
number of transitions. If there are loops of F -uncertain states in the diagnoser, the system may
remain in this loop forever. These loops are called F -indeterminate cycles. When the system
gets in such a cycle after a fault, the diagnoser might not detect the fault in a finite number
of transitions. A system’s diagnosability can be determined by checking the absence of F -
indeterminate cycles in the diagnoser model. Sampath et al. [33] propose regular loop-cycle
finding algorithms to check for the existence of F -indeterminate cycles.
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With this definition of diagnosability, the system of Figure 3.10a is not diagnosable, since
it contains an F -indeterminate cycle between states {(3, ∅), (5, {F})} and {(2, ∅), (4, {F})}.
The non-diagnosability of this system is also rather intuitive. As long as the system does not
produce the event val2, it is impossible to know if the fault occurred.
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4 Comparison of applicable methods

Chapter 2 gives an overview of existing methods for diagnosing anomalies. The found methods
revolve around three models: Bayesian networks, decision trees and DES diagnostic models.
To test if these models are a good fit for systems controlled by machine control applications and
satisfy the basic requirements, we created a proof of concept for each model. In each proof of
concept, we created a model using an existing tool and worked out an example scenario. We
tried to tweak the model using the available literature on each model.

We will compare the models that satisfy the basic requirements. The basic requirements
for a method, as described in Section 1.3, are being semi-automatic, knowledge-driven, and
be able to use machine control application specifications in combination with system run-time
information. We created a proof of concept for Bayesian networks and DES diagnostic models,
which satisfy the basic requirements. The found methods using decision trees violate the basic
requirements. The most promising method using decision trees found in the literature, the rule-
based decision tree generation of Abdelhalim et al. [29], in practice still requires a data-driven
first step to determine the rules. Throughout the proof of concept we noticed that it did not
satisfy the basic requirements. A system expert could also determine the rules, but then the
method is out-of-scope due to not being semi-automatic, since neither the generation of the
model nor the diagnosis using the model is semi-automatic. Appendix A.1 describes the proof
of concept using decision trees and shows that it does not satisfy the basic requirements.

This chapter compares the two methods found that do fulfil the basic requirements. The re-
mainder of this chapter presents a list of evaluation criteria in Section 4.1, presents the diagnosis
application of both Bayesian networks and DES diagnostic models in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, com-
pares the two methods based on the list of criteria in Section 4.4 and presents concluding remarks
in Section 4.5. The used example system is the MerryGoRound, as described in Chapter 3.

This chapter answers Research question Q2: ‘Which quality criteria determine how well dia-
gnostic methods fit in the context of machine control applications?’ and Research question Q3:
‘Which method for diagnosing detected anomalies of industrial systems found by answering
Research question Q1 is most fitting according to the criteria of Research question Q2?’

4.1 Quality criteria
This section describes a set of criteria that help to compare the diagnostics approaches and
select the most suitable method for diagnosing anomalies in the context of systems controlled
by machine control applications. The criteria in this section are based on the process failure
diagnosis criteria used in Venkatasubramanian et al. [55]. Some of the process failure diagnosis
criteria focus on the detection of anomalies. These are out of scope, as our goal is to diagnose
already detected anomalies. The remaining criteria, that do focus on the diagnosis of failures,
are tailored to MCA-controlled systems.

Effort of modelling Typically the generation and usage of a model are two steps in a dia-
gnostics process. The steps should be usable for system experts with as little effort as possible.
This criterion focuses on the first step, the generation of the model. It should be as automated
as possible based on the domain knowledge present in the system specification and machine
control application specification.
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Composability System developers of MCA-controlled systems reuse components in various
other components. For example, an electric motor is a component in various larger components
such as lifts and conveyor belts. As the faults in these sub-components are comparable and
propagate to the parent component, the diagnosis models corresponding to the sub-components
should also be reusable and composable. Methods should create a system model as the compos-
ition of various component models.

Expressiveness The expressiveness of the model used in approaches is vital for the applicabil-
ity of the approach. With expressiveness we mean the practical expressiveness, i.e, the modeling
constructs of a model should be at a good abstraction level. It means that various systems can be
modelled and diagnosed. Machine control applications are used in a vast number of domains,
varying from bridges to manufacturing systems. Models should be generic and should be able
to express the various systems.

Model adaptability As systems change over time, so should the diagnosis model of the sys-
tem. Ideally, an approach should handle changes in the system without much manual effort.

Model understandability If methods require manual work for the generation of a model, this
work should be understandable for a designer and require minimal effort [55]. As a designer
should have a good understanding to make a correct model, the model should be understandable
for the typical designer who normally creates machine control applications.

Diagnosis explainability Part of the usability is the diagnosis explainability, also called ex-
planation facility [55]. The minimum requirement of the diagnosis of a method is to find the
root cause of a detected anomaly or failure, i.e, the component that is broken. In that sense,
the approach explains what the underlying problem of the anomaly is. The exactness of the
diagnosis is also relevant, i.e, the more specific the fault is, the better. For example, pointing
to a small components gives more information than pointing to an overarching component as
broken component. Preferably, the model also shows the causal path from cause(s) to effect(s).
This information on why the fault resulted in a failure, helps to give insight into the problem.
This insight gives confidence that the approach made the right diagnosis.

Scalability The impact of the system size on the diagnosis model size and required computa-
tional power is an essential factor. The goal is to find the root cause of the problem quickly to
prevent costly downtime. Real-time approaches usually focus on less expensive algorithms in
term of computational complexity, but often come with high memory consumption [55]. Both
the computational complexity and memory consumption should be reasonable.

Effectiveness The second step of diagnosis uses the created model to diagnose anomalies in
the system. The approach’s effectiveness is its power to diagnose failures based on the observa-
tions given, i.e., its capability to identify the correct fault.

Tool support A less critical criterion for an initial decision, but an essential criterion for im-
plementing an approach are the available tools and their maturity. Approaches with mature tools
can be applied more easily, potentially after some modification. We will assess the maturity of
tools by experimenting with the tools and checking their usability and robustness. While it is
possible to create a proof of concept of tools as part of this project, it is out of scope to create
mature tools.
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4.2 Bayesian networks
The approach of Barbini et al. [2] seems to be the most practical and scalable approach that fo-
cuses on the diagnosis of a similar type machines and similar types of failures. Furthermore, the
example used to introduce the approach is most similar to an industrial system controlled by a
machine control application. Therefore, the first proof of concept uses their approach and tools
to create a Bayesian network. The main difference in the domain is that the Bayesian networks
created by their domain-specific language assume a physical connection between components.
A component can only work because it is provided with a resource (such as energy) by an-
other component. In MCA-controlled systems, however, the controller handles the behaviour
of the components. Software logic, instead of a physical connection, determines the connection
between components. The method used in the proof of concept extends the approach of Barbini
et al. [2] with software logic components as intermediate links between physical components.

Modelling a lift component Figure 4.1 shows a lift component. As described by the approach
of Barbini et al. [2], the model describes the causal relationship between input and output signals
of components. Each node represents a random variable described by a conditional probability
table (not shown in the figure). The edges in the model describe the dependencies between
the random variables. The model diagnoses the lift’s health, based on the current and next
position, and its current state. In the example, the lift is in the LOW state, as represented by
the lift’s INPOSITION. In the next state, as represented by the lift’s OUTPOSITION, it will be
INBETWEEN. Since the lift’s state is DISABLED, this is faulty behaviour.

Lift.outPosition
Low
InBetween
High

   0
 100
   0

Lift.inPosition
Low
InBetween
High

 100
   0
   0

Lift.outPosition_Health
Normal
Abnormal

   0
 100

Lift.state
Disabled
GoingUp
GoingDown

 100
   0
   0

Figure 4.1: Bayesian network for a lift

Modelling multiple components The causal graph of Figure 4.2 shows the influence of the
components’ behaviour on other components in a part of the MerryGoRound. The model de-
scribes the causal relation between the left lift, the right lift, and the front conveyor belt. The
model shows that the OUTPOSITION of the lifts and conveyor is the INPOSITION in the next
time slice. The causal graph shows the lift of Figure 4.1 twice, one for both lifts in the Merry-
GoRound, but with an additional edge from OUTPOS to INPOS to show that the current position
will be the position of the lift in the next time slice. The logic component in the middle, de-
scribes how the sensor values of all components determine the new state of the components. As
can be seen in the diagram, this means that there are loops in the Bayesian network. The loops
invalidate the shown Bayesian network as a static Bayesian network. Hence, the approach can
only model the system as a dynamic Bayesian network.

The approach has the advantage that the model includes the desired behaviour of the com-
ponents. By knowing the fault-free behaviour of the system, the rest of the behaviour is automat-
ically faulty. The model can diagnose a failure by inserting the actual behaviour as pinned-down
probabilities to the Bayesian network. After changing the probabilities of observable nodes, the
probabilities of all nodes change due to the dependencies in the network and the probabilities of
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Figure 4.2: MerryGoRound physical (Dynamic) Bayesian network

the model’s health nodes are updated. Specific faults of components can also be modelled. In
the extended model, instead of the health node, each fault is modelled as a node that depends
on the current position, next position and current state. The lift in Figure 4.1 is diagnosed with
a circuit-error in the extended model, because the lift moves up while being disabled, typically
caused by a short circuit.

Bayesian networks using capability modelling and physical modelling Personal commu-
nication with a TNO colleague gave insight into the usage of capability modelling in addition to
the physical modelling used in the Bayesian networks approach of Barbini et al. [2]. Capability
nodes describe observable and required functionality of the system for normal behaviour. Using
capability nodes in a Bayesian network prevents a dynamic Bayesian network’s complexity by
giving the abstraction to prevent loops because they provide the abstraction of time. Instead of
describing the impact of the lift’s current position on the next position, one can express that the
lift can move up and down.

Figure 4.3 shows the result of applying the insight onto the original model. The network
consists of three layers of nodes. The upper layer describes the capability of the entire system.
In this case, this is the capability to move a tray from start to finish (e.g., moving the tray a
single round). The tray has to move along a sequence of segments to fulfil the system capability.
The middle layer describes these segment capabilities and their required capabilities. The bot-
tom layer captures the required components and their causal relation. The capability nodes are
deterministic; all required components or required capabilities of the system have to function
for the node to be 100 per cent capable. The deterministic nodes are shown in a darker colour.

Generating such a model requires several forms of information. This method requires the
set of components that could be defective, the system’s capabilities that should also be observ-
able and the relations between the capabilities and required physical components. Finally, the
probabilities of faults in a component must be determined. The comparison at the end of this
chapter uses this final approach with capability modelling in addition to physical modelling.
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Figure 4.3: MerryGoRound Physical/Capability Bayesian network

4.3 Discrete-event system models
In the proof of concept using DES diagnostic models, several iterations were made before a
model was created that was both understandable and could diagnose the system. The first at-
tempts used the classical approach of Sampath et al. [33] because it provides a baseline of the
capabilities of DES diagnostic models and the approach provides a detailed description of how
such a model should be created. The first attempts follow the same steps as the original paper,
as described in Section 3.3.4:

1. Create models that determine the behaviour of the system (including faults),

2. Combine the models using synchronous composition, i.e., synchronise the models on their
shared transitions,

3. Create a diagnoser from the model created in Step 2.

Using a modular approach The created models with the classical approach were too large
and too computationally complex for the given example. Therefore, a modular approach, similar
to that of Debouk et al. [44] is applied. Instead of a diagnoser for the entire system, a diagnoser
is created for each component. A modular approach makes the models readable for a system
engineer. It is a small part of the total system model and prevents the complexity of monolithic
models. The size of a diagnoser is exponential in the number of states of the system model.
Therefore, the computational complexity of and memory required for diagnosers is reduced by
using multiple smaller models. Since the physical components often have a loose coupling, it
is assumed that this does not significantly impact the diagnosability of the entire system. The
approach used the steps described above but repeats the steps for each component.
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The next encountered problem is that the proof of concept cannot uniquely determine the
fault that caused a detected failure, due to the autonomous controller used for the MerryGo-
Round. The controller commands the system to move trays sequentially between various seg-
ments. The sequential behaviour means that the system comes to a halt when one of the com-
ponents fails. Since the system comes to a halt, the diagnosers do not get enough observations
to determine the root cause. As the goal is to diagnose systems controlled by a machine con-
trol application without changing the original behaviour, changing the behaviour beforehand to
make the system diagnosable is out of scope.

Using active diagnosis Instead, the proposed proof of concept changes the behaviour when a
failure has occurred. Changing the behaviour to diagnose faults, called active diagnosis, reduces
the number of potential faults by stopping the controller and actively executing commands and
monitoring the system’s output. Based on the behaviour of the system, the active diagnoser can
exclude faults. We assume that when a failure occurs, it is possible to stop the controller and
command the system to do actions that can determine the root cause. Another assumption made
is that only one fault is the cause of a failure. The steps used are still based on Sampath et
al. [33], but an active diagnosis part is added to the controller after the controller knows that a
failure occurred. The following steps are used in the final version of the DES diagnostic model
proof of concept:

1. Create models that determine the behaviour of the system (including faults),

2. Create active diagnosis models that synchronise on transitions in the models created in
Step 1,

3. Combine the models using synchronous composition, i.e., synchronise the models on their
shared transitions,

4. Create a diagnoser (in this case, the active diagnoser) from the model created in Step 3.

Using Cordis models as input As the primary piece of information, the proposed method
of active diagnosis extracts the state transition diagram describing the lift’s behaviour from
Cordis Suite. Figure 4.4 shows the Cordis Suite state machine diagram of the lift. The figure
shows the four commands given to the lift: it can go up and go down, load, and unload. These
lift commands result in action commands given to a cylinder (also called lift actuator) and a
conveyor belt. The cylinder makes the lift go up and down; the lift conveyor belt moves to load
and unload trays from the adjacent belts. For readability reasons, the remainder of this proof
of concept description focuses on the failure of the lift not going to the ‘up position’ in the
MerryGoRound example.

Adding faulty behaviour The proposed method adds manually defined faults to the model,
similar to the faults that the Bayesian network proof of concept used. In contrast to Sampath
et al. [33], the faults are not determined per atomic component but are based on the lift’s po-
tential failures. Hence, in the model, multiple fault transitions are always followed by a failure
transition.

The model shown in Figure 4.5, keeps the structure of the Cordis Suite model but has trans-
itions describing a time out. The model has fault transitions that lead to states where time outs
start. For instance, the top part of the model shows that after a LIFTCMD(UP), it is possible
that the action commands is not followed by a ‘lift is in up position’ sensor value shown as
CYLINDEROUTPSIGNAL(OINUPPOSITION). Then, the system will generate a time out. In this
case, it is unclear whether a broken sensor or a broken cylinder caused this time out; hence there
are two transitions to the time out state, for both faults.
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Figure 4.4: The lift behaviour in the MerryGoRound Cordis Suite model

Figure 4.5: The DES diagnostic model including faults based on Figure 4.4
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Determining active diagnosis parts The method adds an active diagnosis part to the model to
differentiate between the two faults after the failure has occurred. The active diagnosis models
are separate models. The method automatically adds the active diagnosis models to the original
model for all places where the lift goes up and should report that it is in the up position with
a sensor value change. We use synchronous composition to combine the active diagnosis part
with the model, but other methods could also be used.

Figure 4.6 shows the active diagnosis part that is modelled manually. The active dia-
gnosis part shows the effect of the unobservable fault F CYLINDERSENSORBROKENUP and
F BROKENCYLINDERUP on the system behaviour. Typical for DES diagnostic model ap-
proaches, by checking which observable path is followed by the system, the unobservable fault
that causes the behaviour is determined.

Figure 4.6: Active diagnosis part to differentiate sensor and actuator fault

The active diagnosis part shows two potential traces of the system, based on the possible
faults. The active diagnosis part commands the system to move the cylinder down. If the
bottom sensor detects the lift, then the cylinder is not broken. The model diagnoses the cause of
a time out to be a broken upper lift sensor. If a time out happens after the command to go down,
then the cylinder is broken.

Adding active diagnosis to the system model Next, the method creates the synchronous
composition of the active diagnosis part and the lift model that includes faults. Figure 4.7 shows
part of the resulting model. The two paths of the active diagnoser are visible in the composition.

Figure 4.7: Composition of active DES-part and lift model for the ‘lift up’ failure
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Calculating the active diagnoser An active diagnoser, automatically constructed from the
composition, determines at run-time what the fault is that caused a failure. The diagnoser runs
along with the original controller and takes all transitions that the controller also takes.

In Figure 4.8, the unobservable transitions (the faults) are no longer visible. Instead, the
states of the diagnoser show the system’s potential states. After a time out, the event TIMEOUT-
MOVEUP, two faults could have occurred, which is described by the state’s label. F1 corres-
ponds to fault in the cylinder, F2 to a fault in the upper lift sensor. The state after the transition
TIMEOUTMOVEUP is an F -certain state. After giving the command to go down, the system’s
response uniquely determines which fault was the root cause of the failure.

Figure 4.8: Diagnoser for the ‘lift up’ failure

Generating the active diagnoser requires several forms of information. The proposed method
requires a set of faults per component. A system designer needs to create a model that adds faults
to the state transition diagram of the system and needs to manually create the active diagnosers.
The final comparison below uses the proposed method and the resulting model.

4.4 Comparison
This section compares Bayesian networks and DES diagnostic models based on the related
literature described in Chapter 2 and observations made during the development of the models
of the MerryGoRound. The comparison aims to determine the most promising method of failure
diagnosis for systems controlled by machine control applications based on the criteria defined
in Section 4.1.

Effort of modelling The effort of modelling depends on various factors and strongly depends
on the information at hand. We assume that a machine control application specification for each
system is available that contains state machine diagrams and class diagrams. Other information
that might be available for the systems is the system design, including the physical connections
of components, such as electrical wiring schemes or CAD drawings. Information on potential
faults and failure modes may be available for some systems.

Both approaches need to know the faults and failures of the system. A Bayesian network
uses faults in the nodes in the physical part of the model. Bayesian networks use capabilities
(in a sense, the opposite of failures) in the model’s capability part. DES diagnostic models use
faults as transitions to a fault-certain state; these are states that are only entered after some fault
occurred with certainty. The model contains the failures (e.g., time outs) as transitions from
fault-certain states to states that start active diagnosis. Concluding, the faults and failure modes
are a requirement for both approaches. The effort is, therefore, similar to gather this information.

To create a Bayesian network, the physical connections between components and their cor-
relation are needed. It is unclear if it is possible to deduce these dependencies from the class
diagrams and state machine diagrams. The parameters of a Bayesian network, the conditional
probability tables, lead to additional required effort. There are two types of probability tables
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required for the Bayesian network: the probability tables of faults in atomic components and
the probabilities of faults in components that depend on other components’ functioning. These
probabilities are not directly available in a machine control application specification. An option
would be to use default probabilities, but this will result in a less exact model.

The DES diagnostic model approach uses the existing state machine diagrams as a basis.
Then, as mentioned before, faults have to be added manually. A system designer manually
creates the active diagnosis part models in the DES diagnostic model proof of concept. The
active diagnosis information is a requirement for the DES diagnostic model approach. The
active diagnoser shows a diagnosing sequence of actions after the occurrence of a failure. A
Bayesian network should be fed with evidence after a failure has occurred.

Summing up the required effort per approach, adding faults as transitions and creating active
diagnosers is an additional effort of the DES diagnostic model approach. The Bayesian networks
require additional information about probabilities of faults, the connection between physical
components and capabilities. A system designer can handle the additional effort of creating DES
diagnostic models. Bayesian networks depend on likely incomplete data on the probabilities of
faults. This could be prevented by using default probabilities, but this results in a less exact
model, a problem that DES diagnostic models do not have. Therefore DES diagnostic models
have an advantage in the required effort of modelling.

Composability Bayesian networks consist of several nodes that together form a network. A
group of nodes related to a single component can be coupled to the component after being
created once. System designers reuse the physical components in various systems. Hence,
engineers can reuse the group of nodes similarly in the corresponding Bayesian network. The
size of the interface of the group of nodes, i.e., the edges to other nodes, determines the effort to
integrate the Bayesian network of a component into a Bayesian network for a system.

In general, one could capture Bayesian network components in a library and use the smaller
networks to compose a Bayesian network for each system. The composition mentioned above
works well for the physical components. A challenging atomic component to model is the power
supply of a system. The power supply has a causal physical connection to all other nodes that
depend on the power delivered. The capability nodes are not based on physical components.
They describe the hierarchy of system functions and are more based on the specific system, as
could be seen in the proof of concept. The capability nodes make the approach used in the
Bayesian network partly composable.

DES diagnostic models are, by definition, created as a composition of models. The approach
of Sampath et al. [33] computes the synchronous composition of all components’ behaviour
models. The proof of concept, using a modular and active approach, has similar composability
characteristics. The proof of concept avoids the full synchronous compositions of all compon-
ents. It uses a diagnoser for each component, which is similarly composable. The faults and
resulting failures, captured as transitions in a component model can be reused as-is in other
systems. Similar to Bayesian networks, one can create a library of component models for the
DES diagnostic model approach. This library makes the DES diagnostic model approach com-
posable. Still, the DES diagnostic models have similar issues with components that depend on
other components, like a power supply. Then one would have to specify what the influence of
other components is on the behaviour of a component reducing the composability. Concluding,
both can be composable depending on the interface between components.

Expressiveness The underlying assumptions of both Bayesian networks and DES diagnostic
models impact their expressiveness. The DES diagnostic model method of Sampath et al. [33],
describes the system as a set of components that each have a finite number of states and trans-
itions between states. The approach used in the proof of concept shares the assumption that a
set of models can describe a system. The original model of Sampath et al. [33] cannot diagnose
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failures related to timing. Alternative models are available that can capture failures related to
timing [36].

Another assumption made in Sampath et al. [33] is that the system consists of a two-level
architecture with one central supervisory controller and several low-level controllers. The high-
level, supervisory controller coordinates the low-level controllers. The low-level controllers are
equipment controllers. The proof of concept uses the same two-level structure. Some methods
relax this assumption [44], but relaxing this assumption impacts the effectiveness of the method.
An additional assumption in the proof of concept is that only fault can occur at a time.

Bayesian networks do not require a specific architecture of the system. Bayesian networks
only assume that the system can be described as a set of nodes describing a conditional prob-
ability table. This approach is less restrictive because it makes fewer assumptions. One notable
assumption of the static Bayesian network is that it cannot express the impact of time on the
variables as shown by the proof of concept.

Both methods share some assumptions. If a controller can no longer function, it cannot be
determined by DES diagnostic models whether faults have occurred. A fault causing the power
supply to fail, therefore, cannot be diagnosed. A Bayesian network can still function without the
actual system running. However, since a system engineer cannot observe the system’s properties
(as the system no longer functions), the root cause cannot be determined either.

Concluding, the specific method used impacts the expressiveness of both Bayesian networks
and DES diagnostic models. Most assumptions can be relaxed, but then a trade-off is made
between expressiveness and effectiveness or scalability. As the two proofs of concept show, both
models can model a typical MCA-controlled system. In general, however, Bayesian networks
are more expressive.

Model adaptability A change in a system requires a change in the corresponding model. New
faults, new components or structural changes in the system, result in a change in the structure of
both Bayesian networks and DES diagnostic models. In that sense, they are similarly adaptable.

For the additional effort after a system change, DES diagnostic models in the classical sense
have to regenerate the synchronous composition and diagnoser. This effort is highly automat-
able. The proposed method used for the proof of concept only requires a change in the model
used for the changed component and is therefore adaptable. However, the active diagnosis parts
of the model need to be changed if the expected behaviour of the system changes. The effort of
changing the diagnoser depends on the size of the active diagnosis part of the model.

A Bayesian network requires more effort to be corrected after a change in the corresponding
system because of its parameterisation. Bayesian network probabilities are learned by using
historical data or determined by a domain expert. A change of the probabilities in some part
of the system might impact the entire model. Therefore, historical data should be gathered to
create a new Bayesian network based on the old model or a domain expert should redetermine
the probabilities. Learning a Bayesian network, in general, is NP-complete, but in practice,
current methods allow learning of models containing up to one million variables [8].

While it is possible to relearn Bayesian network parameterisation after a system change,
this is still additional manual effort when compared to DES diagnostic models. Therefore DES
diagnostic models are more adaptable.

Model understandability Model understandability is required for all manual efforts of an ap-
proach. Methods using DES diagnostic models require manual effort to add faults and failures
as transitions and the creation of active diagnosis parts of the model. In general, the methods
require knowledge about state machine diagrams and the basics of DES diagnostic model tech-
niques to create the models. The Bayesian network approach uses probability tables. Bayesian
networks, therefore, require an understanding of probability theory. In general, it cannot be
decided what is more understandable, as the models require a different kind of knowledge.
MCA-controlled system designers are experts on state machine models which may not familiar
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with probability theory. Therefore DES diagnostic models are easier to understand for our target
audience.

Diagnosis explainability Bayesian networks and DES diagnostic models give different kinds
of explanations. Both methods give a list of causes after the occurrence of a failure. If the
models start with the same information, diagnosing a system with the models should result in
the same faults as causes. Bayesian networks show the propagation of a fault in the bottom
layers of the model to failures in the upper layers. Service engineers manually add observations
to the model. The model updates the probabilities of faults based on the observations. It is up to
service engineers to determine the faults based on the probabilities of faults.

The shown approach in the DES diagnostic model proof of concept shows the system be-
haviour between faults and failures. The active diagnoser automatically excludes other faults
that could have happened after a failure. If the active diagnosers are well designed, service en-
gineers can follow the behaviour to get certainty in the verdict. Concluding, both give a good
explanation, but personal preference determines which method is best.

Scalability As mentioned in the expressiveness, the scalability highly depends on the specific
type of Bayesian network and DES diagnostic model chosen. Better scalability often reduces the
expressiveness of the model and vice versa. As can be seen by the various attempts to improve
both models’ scalability, neither are very scalable in general. In this paragraph we will focus on
the complexity since this generically determines the scalability of an approach independently
of the usage of the model. Still we should note that the complexity does not always align with
practical scalability.

Classical DES diagnostic model approaches have the problem of state explosion due to
the synchronous composition and the diagnoser created. The synchronous composition of the
models has in worst case the product of the number of states of each model. The diagnoser
of the synchronous composition is exponential in size [35]. The approach used in the DES
diagnostic model proof of concept avoids the complexity by combining a modular approach
with the assumption of single faults, preventing the need for large synchronous compositions.
Hence, only the creation of diagnosers is required. The complexity of the specific approach is
not known.

A static Bayesian network cannot capture the impact of the history of the system on the
current state of the system. In that case, a dynamic Bayesian network is required. Dynamic
Bayesian networks have a high computational complexity due to the number of nodes. The
inference of Bayesian networks is the same for static and dynamic Bayesian networks. Exact
inference in general is NP-hard [8].

Both models are computationally complex but feasible in practice. There is insufficient
information to draw a clear conclusion and we will classify both with ‘Medium’ scalability.

Effectiveness Effectiveness is related to diagnosability. Based on the observations at hand, a
service engineer should determine what the root cause was. Based on our observations, Bayesian
networks and DES diagnostic models seem similar in terms of effectiveness when following
the methods used in the proofs of concept. Both approaches test capabilities of the system to
diagnose the root cause. Bayesian networks require the addition of manual observation to the
network, which might be generated by letting the system execute action commands. The DES
diagnostic model approach automatically gathers observation based on the active diagnosers.
One notable difference is that Bayesian networks could also allow physical observations that
cannot be automatically gathered by the active diagnosers.

For the comparison of effectiveness, we used our observation on both models in the proofs
of concept. A more in-depth analysis of the effectiveness would require the comparison of the
effectiveness using a set of metrics, where both models are given identical information. Based
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on our observations, the approaches’ effectiveness is similar, but Bayesian networks can add
physical observation at the small cost of more manual effort in diagnosing a failure.

Tool support There exist tools for the creation of both Bayesian networks and DES diagnostic
models. Three tools were used to create proofs-of-concept. DESUMA [56], the free academic
tool used for the DES diagnostic models, is less mature in use than the commercial tools Bayes
Server [57] and Netica [58], used for Bayesian networks. The DESUMA tool, containing spe-
cific techniques for the creation of DES diagnostic models, is not regularly maintained and
contains several bugs. Based on the used tools, the practical support for Bayesian networks is
much better. There are several more generic tools available for state machine diagrams that can
model DES diagnostic models but do not have all required techniques such as the automatic
generation of diagnosers. Altova UModel in combination with Cordis Modeler [59] is a mature
and commercial tool to create state machine diagrams.

4.5 Conclusion
This chapter answered Research question Q2: ‘Which quality criteria determine how well dia-
gnostic methods fit in the context of machine control applications?’ and Research question Q3:
‘Which method for diagnosing detected anomalies of industrial systems found by answering Re-
search question Q1 is most fitting according to the criteria of Research question Q2?’ The first
question is answered by Section 4.1 with nine criteria. The remainder of the chapter answered
Research question Q3 by comparing the two most promising methods found in the literature.

Table 4.1 summarises the strengths and weaknesses of both methods. Based on the com-
parison results, both are promising methods for the diagnosis of anomalies and failures. DES
diagnostic models, fit systems controlled by MCAs best because of the smaller effort in mod-
elling. Machine control applications use state machine diagrams as a basis, resulting in a more
adaptable model. While Bayesian networks are more expressive in general, the additional re-
strictive assumptions made by methods using DES diagnostic models are not violated by sys-
tems controlled by a supervisory controller. For example, the two-layer controller architecture is
followed by MCA-controlled systems. Finally, the practical tool support is better for Bayesian
networks, but this does not outweigh the various advantages of DES diagnostic models over
Bayesian networks. Therefore, we select DES diagnostic models as the most promising model
for diagnosing systems controlled by a machine control application.

Criterion DES diagnostic model Bayesian network

Effort of modelling High Medium
Composability High High
Expressiveness Medium/High High
Model adaptability High Low
Model understandability High Medium
Diagnosis explainability High High
Scalability Medium Medium
Effectiveness High High
Tool support Medium High

Table 4.1: Comparison between Bayesian networks and DES diagnostic models
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5 Pragmatic DES diagnostic approach

Chapter 4 shows that DES diagnostics is the most promising method of failure diagnosis in the
domain of systems controlled by machine control applications. It shows that DES diagnostics
is a good fit to MCA-controlled systems, but that the scalability in practice is restricted by
the large models generated. This chapter describes a pragmatic approach based on the DES
diagnostics literature and the proof of concept in Section 4.3. The main difference between the
approach proposed in this chapter and the proof of concept is that we will separate the detection
and diagnosis of failures and thereby are able to reduce complexity. We are able to use smaller
models that result in improved run-time performance due to less memory usage, but also create
a more flexible method in terms of failure detection. Since any failure detection method can be
used, more types of failures can be expressed.

The proof of concept in Section 4.3 is based on the work of Sampath et al. [33]. The
proof of concept uses the synchronous composition of models but avoids complexity by using
a modular approach [44]. Additionally, the proof of concept uses active diagnosis to increase
diagnosability. This chapter shows a practical approach that uses modular diagnosers, but avoids
synchronous composition entirely. The approach applies to systems with manually specified
machine control applications.

Section 5.1 describes a process of diagnosing a system in three phases and explains the
components involved. One of these components is an active diagnoser; Section 5.2 defines active
diagnosers, describes underlying principles and shows how active diagnosers can be created.
Section 5.3 describes an architecture of the MCA-controlled system and components used to
diagnose the system and Section 5.4 concludes the chapter with a summary.

The chapter answers Research question Q4: ‘How can the method found by answering
Research question Q3 be refined to use machine control application specifications and data
from systems in the field?’ and Research question Q5: ‘Which diagnostic information of the
abnormal behaviour should a method present to system developers?’

5.1 Diagnosis process
The approach proposed in this chapter avoids complexity of the proof of concept in Section 4.3
by eliminating the synchronous composition step entirely and making the passive monitoring
and the active diagnosis two successive steps. Figure 5.1 shows the timeline describing the
three phases of our approach. First, the method observes a system till a failure is detected.
Subsequently, the method diagnoses the failure, resulting in a reduced set of potential faults. In
the final phase, the method communicates the diagnosis to a system engineer.

We will use the term passive monitor to describe systems that detect failures. Passive dia-
gnosers are examples of passive monitors. In our approach, the passive monitors detect anom-
alies or failures in the system and activate an active diagnoser. The active diagnoser actively
commands the system to reduce the number of faults that could have caused the anomaly/fail-
ure, ideally to a single fault. Eventually, the active diagnoser notifies a service engineer of the
fault(s) that (may) have led to a detected failure. Figure 5.2 illustrates the proposed process
based on the communication between the components in each phase.

Passive monitor As shown in the related work in Chapter 2, various methods can detect an-
omalies and failures of a system. The proof of concept in Section 4.3 is limited to diagnosing
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Phase 1 Detect failure

Phase 2
Determine fault(s) causing failure

Phase 3
Report faults to system engineer

Figure 5.1: Timeline of our diagnosis approach

failures that the controller can detect. This proposed approach uses existing anomaly detection
methods as a trigger for active diagnosis. The existing anomaly detection methods are passive
monitors of the system. Passive diagnosers, as used in [33], can be used as a passive monitor.
In the passive monitoring phase, the controller sends events to the passive monitor. The pass-
ive monitor initiates the second phase by activating an active diagnoser after the detection of a
failure.

Active diagnoser The active diagnoser should know what faults can cause which failure. A
passive monitor starts an active diagnoser with the detected failure and potentially with a set
of potential faults, based on the monitor type. Similarly to the DES diagnostic model proof
of concept, the active diagnoser tries to eliminate potential faults. It stops the controller and
actuates the system, while listening to the events sent by the controller. In contrast to a mere
passive approach, this means that the active diagnoser always has to run alongside a running
controller. The active diagnoser initiates the third phase by communicating detected faults to
the service engineer.

Controller The controller determines the behaviour of the system. It needs to forward the
system’s events, such as changes in sensor values and the commands it gives to the plant to the
external monitors and the active diagnoser, when the active diagnoser is activated. The controller
also needs to stop the existing behaviour when requested by active diagnosers. Then, it should
forward the commands of the active diagnoser to the plant. While forwarding commands, the
controller also needs to notify the active diagnoser of relevant events.

5.2 Definition of active diagnosers
In this section, we propose a definition of active diagnosers, explain underlying principles and
propose how active diagnosers should be created. Active diagnosers are a special kind of the
diagnosers that are described in Section 3.3.4. Whereas there is only one passive diagnoser in
the approach of Sampath et al. [33], there are no such restrictions for active diagnosers proposed
in our approach. An active diagnoser could be specified for each failure of the system model.
The creation of active diagnosers leaves room for personal preference of system designers.

Definition 5.2.1 (Active diagnoser). An active diagnoser for system model G = (X,Σ, δ, x0)
is a finite state machine described by the four-tuple described in Equation 5.1. It contains a
discrete set of states Qad, a set of events Σad, the (partial) transitions function δad : Qad ×
Σad ↪→ Qad, and qad0 ∈ Qad, the initial state.

Gad = (Qad,Σad, δad, q0ad) (5.1)
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Figure 5.2: Process of diagnosis in proposed method

A state qad ∈ Qad has the form qad = {(x1, `1), . . . , (xn, `n)}where n ∈ N, n ≥ 1, xi ∈ X
is a state ofG and `i is a label describing the occurred faults for that potential state xi. The trans-
ition function itself is exactly the same as the transition function used in the passive diagnoser
as described in Section 3.3.4; the active diagnoser responds to events that are observable for
the controller. The main difference is the meaning of the events in Σad. There is a difference
between sensor value events and controller command events. Similar to the distinction made in
supervisory controller synthesis, we use the notion of controllable and uncontrollable events.

Definition 5.2.2 (Controllable and uncontrollable events). An event set Σ of a MCA-
controlled system is a disjoint union of controllable events Σc and uncontrollable events Σu,
i.e, Σ = Σc ∪ Σu [60]. Events generated by the controller are controllable, while all other
events are uncontrollable.

We will use the same distinction in the active diagnoser event set Σad. Concerning the re-
lating between observability and controllability, observable events are sometimes controllable.
Command events are controllable events, while sensor value events are uncontrollable. Unob-
servable events, such as faults, cannot be observed by the controller and therefore also cannot
be controlled, hence Σuo ⊆ Σu.

Definition 5.2.3 (Failure events). Active diagnosers use a new type of event, a failure. Failures
are events that show that the system shows undesired behaviour. Σfail describes the set of
failures. Similar to the fault set Σf , events in the failure set are not controllable, i.e, Σfail ⊆ Σu.

Failure events can either be observable or non-observable. A time out is a typical observ-
able failure, since a controller can detect it. Failures that cannot be detected by the controller
are unobservable failures. Passive monitors could detect unobservable failures by observing
sequences of observable events.

Active diagnosis transitions A passive diagnoser makes state transitions based on the con-
troller’s commands and sensor values events received from the system. In our approach, active
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diagnosers take over the control of the system from the controller. Active diagnosers stop the
controller and start the active diagnosis process. The active diagnoser actuates the system and
listens to sensor value events received from the system. The transition function determines
which commands are sent based on received sensor value events and failures.

The initial state of the diagnoser is a singleton consisting of a state x0 and the label ∅ result-
ing in qad0 = {(x0, ∅)}. In the initial state, the active diagnoser waits for a passive monitor to
detect a failure and communicate the failure (potentially with an already reduced set of faults).
The first transition in the active diagnoser is always the failure given by the passive monitor,
hence δ(x0, σ) is only defined for σ ∈ Σfail. The second state should be a state that is incon-
clusive about the failure’s root cause (the fault). Therefore it should consist of multiple states
of the original model, each containing different faults. Please note that the label `i in diagnoser
state tuple (xi, `i) represents all faults that occurred before reaching xi. If a diagnoser state is a
singleton, the faults in `i are all faults that occurred.

We assume that the label corresponding to each system state contains at least one fault, i.e.,
for each state of the active diagnoser, except for the initial state, ∀(xi, `i) ∈ qi : `i 6= ∅ for
all i > 0. The diagnoser’s remaining states and transitions show a sequence of commands and
resulting sensor values to diagnose a failure.

States in the active diagnoser Machine control application specifications do not contain a
complete system model. The models in a specification represent the desired behaviour of a
system, which is a subset of a system model that shows all possible behaviour of a system. We
assume that the combination of the MCA specification in combination with the knowledge of the
system engineer results in an implicitly available system model, i.e., a system designer knows
the potential behaviour of a system. By not requiring a complete system model, we provide a
diagnosis method that only requires a system designer to model the part of a system model that
is required for the diagnosis.

Example 5.2.1. To illustrate the active diagnoser definition, Figure 5.3 shows the smallest act-
ive diagnoser possible, with a single failure and two faults. After the occurrence of some fault
(either of type F1 or F2), a passive monitor detects a failure. The active diagnoser transitions
to the state {(x1, {F1}), (x2, {F2})}. In this case, it is certain that some fault happened (as the
failure is observable), but not which one. A command is given to the system by the active dia-
gnoser. The sensor values returned give information about the unobservable faults that resulted
in the failure, and the specific fault gets identified.

{(x0, ∅)}start

{(x1, {F1}), (x2, {F2})}

{(x3, {F1}), (x4, {F2})}

{(x5, {F1})} {(x6, {F2})}

failure

command

sensor value 1

sensor value 2

Figure 5.3: Example of an active diagnoser

Structure of an active diagnoser The active diagnoser in Figure 5.3 shows a single command
and two different sensor values as system response. More generally, a diagnoser is an acylic
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automaton which repeatedly generates sequences of diagnoser actions and responds to resulting
system responses. Based on the system response, the active diagnoser sends different commands
to exclude different faults. A diagnoser action may consist of more than one command to the
system. Likewise, a system response is a sequence of one or more system events, which are
sensor value events or controller events such as time outs. Figure 5.4 defines the structure of an
active diagnoser automaton in Backus-Naur form [61], where the states are implicit.

The first event in an active diagnoser is a failure that should be diagnosed. Next, a diagnoser
action is executed to determine which fault occurred. The system response gives information
about the possible faults. Based on the system response, the diagnoser starts different diagnoser
actions. The failure diagnosis rule uses the informal + symbol to shows that there are multiple
system responses possible after a diagnoser action. The diagnosis finishes when the set of
potential faults cannot be reduced any further, ideally this fault set contains a single fault. While
the potential faults set can still be reduced, the active diagnoser will repeat the diagnoser action-
system response sequence.

〈Active diagnoser〉 ::= 〈failure event〉 〈failure diagnosis〉

〈failure diagnosis〉 ::= 〈diagnoser action〉 (〈system response〉 〈fault determination〉)+

〈fault determination〉 ::= 〈show minimal fault set〉
| 〈failure diagnosis〉

〈diagnoser action〉 ::= 〈command event〉 | 〈command event〉 〈diagnoser action〉

〈system response〉 ::= 〈system event〉 | 〈system event〉 〈system response〉

〈system event〉 ::= 〈controller event〉 | 〈sensor value event〉

Figure 5.4: Syntax of an active diagnoser in Backus-Naur form

5.2.1 Creation and generation of active diagnosers
In this section, we describe how system engineers should create active diagnosers. As described
in the previous section, we assume that there is no complete system model. Therefore, we pro-
pose to create diagnosers manually or to create a partial system model and generate a diagnoser
from this model. The advantage of manually creating an active diagnoser, is that the active
diagnoser itself is a relatively compact finite state machine compared to its system model. On
the other hand, a system model might be easier to understand than an active diagnoser model
because it does not require knowledge about active diagnoser and their state labeling. Addi-
tionally, using the system model helps in keeping consistent models, if more active diagnoser
are created, i.e., the active diagnoser should be consistent in terms of actions and the expected
system response.

Manual creation The manual creation by a system designer requires an understanding of
active diagnosers. The system engineer follow the definition of active diagnoser and creates
states with correct labeling. He has to keep track of the potential faults at each diagnoser state
and which diagnosis actions can reduce the set of faults.

Defining a part of the system model A partial system model for an active diagnoser describes
system traces after the occurrence of each fault and the resulting failure. Each trace starts with
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a fault and then repeats a sequence of commands and returned sensor values. Please note that
the trace in a system model can only differ based on uncontrollable events, the system events.
Figure 5.5 shows an example of a system model. The model, not coincidentally, generates the
active diagnoser of Figure 5.3. We use the generation procedure of Sampath et al. [33] for the
generation of active diagnosers from system models.

x0start

f1

f2

x1

x2

x3

x4

x5

x6

f1

f2

failure

failure

command

command

sensor value 1

sensor value 2

Figure 5.5: Example of a partial system model for an active diagnoser

5.3 Architecture selection
This section describes the selection of an architecture that combines a controller with com-
ponents used to diagnosis the system. Input for the selection are meetings with experts on
system modelling from TNO and controller experts from Cordis Automation. The first meet-
ings resulted in a shortlist of three potential architectures. Based on feedback on the proposed
architectures, we gathered the advantages and disadvantages. This section describes the three
architectures, including their strengths and weaknesses, and ends with a choice for an architec-
ture. The original system is shown as Cordis Suite, as this is the machine control application
design suite used as an example throughout this chapter. The approach, however, is not specific
to Cordis Suite.

Architecture 1: External active diagnoser using controller The first architecture uses an
external passive monitor and active diagnoser. Figure 5.6 shows the architecture. The con-
troller sends plant events and internal events, such as time outs, to passive monitors and active
diagnosers. If no failure occurs, active diagnosers does not use the events. Passive monitors
continuously monitor the events from the controller till they detect a failure. When a passive
monitor detects a failure, it starts an active diagnoser with the detected failure as input. An
active diagnoser stops the system and sends a sequence of commands that reduce the number of
possible failure-causing faults. Subsequently, the active diagnoser communicates the resulting
diagnosis to a service engineer.
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External diagnosisCordis Suite

Sends events to

Service engineer

Plant

Communicates 
diagnosis to

Stops and commands

Active diagnosers

Sends failures to

Passive monitors

Sends events to
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Figure 5.6: DES diagnostic model architecture 1: external active diagnoser using controller

This first architecture requires a controller that can forward events from the plant to the
external diagnosers. The controller must also have the functionality to forward the active dia-
gnoser’s commands to the plant, including a stop command. The external tool or tools that
diagnose the system must also be developed.

Architecture 2: Internal active diagnosis, external passive diagnosis The second architec-
ture uses the same strategy for passive monitoring as Architecture 1, but has a different active
diagnosis strategy. The state machine diagrams used to define controllers can also define se-
quences of actions that need to be executed by an active diagnoser to reduce the number of
potential faults. Figure 5.7 shows the second architecture. Instead of a single controller, the
diagram shows a set of controller models. The controller models together form the controller
that controls the plant. The active diagnoser is a type of controller model. Similarly to Archi-
tecture 1, the passive monitor listens to the events sent by the controller. Instead of sending
the failure to an active diagnoser, the passive monitor sends the failures to the controller. The
controller activates the appropriate active diagnoser. The presentation of faults and resulting
failures to service engineers is also different from Architecture 1. As the active diagnosers are
part of the controller, it more sensible to use the existing human machine interface to present
the diagnosis information.

External diagnosis
Communicate
diagnosis to

Cordis Suite

Service engineer

Plant

Active diagnosers

Sends failures to

Passive monitors

Sends events to

Controller models

Is a type of

Figure 5.7: DES diagnostic model architecture 2: internal active diagnosis
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Architecture 3: Direct plant control The third architecture is a variation on the first ar-
chitecture. Instead of using the controller to send commands, it is also possible to directly send
commands to the plant. The direct communication reduces the dependency on the controller and
its functionality. Figure 5.8 shows the third architecture. Similarly to the other architectures,
the external passive monitor listens to the events of the controller. After detecting a failure, the
passive monitor starts the active diagnoser with as input a list of potential faults as root cause.
Next, the active diagnoser first halts the controller and then sends the commands directly to the
plant.

For the third architecture, external tooling must be created to passively detect failures and
actively diagnose the system. The controller only needs to needs the functionality to stop on
request of the active diagnoser. Additionally to the first architecture, the active diagnoser needs
to know the plant’s interface and needs to send the commands according to the corresponding
protocol.

External diagnosisCordis Suite

Sends events to

Service engineer

Plant

Communicates
diagnosis to

Directly commands

Stops

Active diagnosers

Sends failures to

Passive monitors

Sends events to

Controller

Figure 5.8: DES diagnostic model architecture 3: direct plant control

5.3.1 Architecture comparison and selection
In this subsection, we will compare the three architectures and select the best one. The third
architecture has the advantage that the controller does not need to forward commands. Using a
controller, however, provides abstraction on the used type of PLC. Machine control applications
run on various types of hardware and control various types of systems. The third architecture
is infeasible in practice because the active diagnoser needs to know the interface of each of
these systems; something that is already solved by the machine control applications. The only
advantage of the third architecture is, therefore, also its biggest weakness. The third architecture
is not chosen because of this impracticality.

The other two architectures both have their advantages and disadvantages. The first archi-
tecture is more flexible because the active diagnosers are external. An update of the active
diagnoser only means that the active diagnoser models change, without changes to the control-
ler. In the second architecture, a change of the diagnosers means that the controller needs to
be changed. The first architecture can be connected to the system for existing systems, while
the second architecture requires a change of the existing system. Architecture 1 is also more
flexible because it does not depend on models in a specific modelling environment.
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Another advantage of the first architecture is the possibility to create overarching models.
Typically the models created to control physical components only allow the control of the spe-
cific physical component. While this results in a clear hierarchy of the models and components,
it might be required to give commands to several components for the diagnosis of faults. By us-
ing the causal relation between components, faults might be detected. This is easiest for the first
architecture. Extending the argument, if multiple controllers need to be used, an external active
diagnoser could send commands to multiple controllers. An additional advantage is that the
PLC does not have to run additional code, which is the case with the internal active diagnosers.

An advantage of the second architecture is the interface of the active diagnoser to the con-
troller. External diagnosers can only make use of the functionality exposed by the controller’s
external interface. The system engineer can give internal diagnosers any functionality of the
controller. This information-hiding advantage might also be called a disadvantage because it
gives a high coupling of the active diagnoser and the rest of the controller.

Given these deliberations, a hybrid between Architectures 1 and 2 is selected. We use the
first architecture as basis because it is more flexible, but we allow changes to the controller as
described in Architecture 2 and also use Cordis Suite to communicate a diagnosis to the service
engineer through their Cordis Dashboard. The presentation will be discussed in more detail in
Section 5.3.3. The changes required to the controller are case-specific.

5.3.2 Improving practicality with a model library
We assume that the models used to diagnose discrete-event systems are created based on the
existing MCA specification models. MCA specification models often determine the behaviour
of a physical component. When components of a system and their corresponding models are
reused, models of the monitors and diagnoser can also be reused. To improve the practicality,
we propose a library of models to be used in the design process. Typically, the following steps
need to be taken by a system (diagnosis) designer:

1. Create or generate passive monitors that can determine failures,

2. Determine the faults that can explain each failure,

3. Create active diagnosers that command the system and listen to the events of the control-
ler.

Passive monitors detect failures in a single component. Hence, passive monitor logic for
a system component can be used when this component is reused in another system. Passive
monitors know the faults and failures of the system to diagnose failures. Hence, the (models
of) passive monitors can be stored in a library. For simple monitors, one could create a map-
ping between events and failures (i.e., describe the events they should listen to). For complex
monitors, such as passive diagnosers one could save the models in a library.

The active diagnoser models could similarly be captured in a library. Figure 5.9 shows how
models from a component library are used in a controller. The controller’s used components
determine which models from the passive monitor and active diagnoser libraries should be used.

5.3.3 Presentation of diagnosis
The active diagnosis process illustrated in Figure 5.2 shows that an active diagnoser communic-
ates a diagnosis to a service engineer. This section proposes what the active diagnoser should
communicate to the service engineer.

A service engineer typically observes a system through a dashboard. Such a dashboard
gives insight into variables and errors in the system and allows the service engineer to change
the system’s behaviour. These variables of the system might help in understanding the diagnosis
of the active diagnoser. Hence, as Figure 5.9 shows, the active diagnoser should communicate
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Figure 5.9: Chosen DES diagnostic model architecture

the failure and faults to the controller which in turn sends it to a dashboard. This last step is not
shown in the Figure 5.9 to keep the figure simple.

The diagnosis of an active diagnoser results in a reduced set of faults and the caused failure.
This information is the bare minimum that the active diagnoser should communicate to a service
engineer. The diagnosis can be extended with related variables of the controller to improve
understanding of the failure. Additionally, the active diagnoser also knows how the fault(s)
resulted in the failure. This information could be presented in the form of a sequence of actions,
taken by the active diagnoser.

5.4 Conclusion on practical approach
This chapter answers Research question Q4: ‘How can the method found by answering Research
question Q3 be refined to use machine control application specifications and data from systems
in the field?’. We propose a method consisting of three steps. The passive monitors listen real-
time to the data from the systems in the field to detect failures. Passive monitors consequently
start an active diagnoser. Active diagnosers try to reduce the set of potential faults by giving
commands to the physical system and observing the system’s events. In the final step, the active
diagnoser communicates the diagnosis to a system engineer.

The chapter also answers Research question Q5: ‘Which diagnostic information of the ab-
normal behaviour should a method present to system developers?’ Diagnosis information of the
abnormal behaviour (failures) are shown through the typical dashboard used by the system. The
shown diagnosis minimally contains the reduced set of faults and the resulting failure and can
be extended with information such as related variables of the controller and traces of the system
model to describe how the fault(s) resulted in a failure.
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6 Validation of the proposed method

As described in the thesis objective in Section 1.3, the thesis’ goal is not to create a full-fledged
diagnosis tool. The goal is instead is to provide the information to design and create such a tool.
This chapter describes a prototype that can detect failures and diagnose them by actively giving
commands. We use our approach as described in Chapter 5. The prototype shows the validity
of the proposed approach in Chapter 5. The chapter answers Research question Q6: ‘Does
the refined method of anomaly diagnosis found by answering Research question Q4 satisfy the
criteria identified in Research question Q2?’

6.1 Implementation example
The prototype uses the MerryGoRound as described in Figure 3.6 as diagnosis example. The
MerryGoRound is an example system that is available as a simulator. The diagnosis focuses on
lift failures, specifically on failures resulting from the UP command. Figure 6.1 shows the lift’s
behaviour after the UP command. The lift’s normal behaviour is to command the cylinder to go
up, and after some time, detect that the cylinder is in the upper position. Equation 6.1 shows the
sequence of events resulting from normal behaviour. The model in Figure 6.1 also shows two po-
tential faults: the cylinder or upper sensor can be broken. Equations 6.2 and 6.3 show the effect
of the unobservable faults F CYLINDERSENSORBROKENUP and F BROKENCYLINDERUP
on the behaviour of the lift.

Figure 6.1: Lift behaviour after an UP command in Figure 4.5

Requirements for the passive monitor The normal lift event sequence differs from the fault
behaviour sequences. A passive monitor can detect a failure by checking the TIMEOUTMOVEUP
event. The observable behaviour of fault sequences are the same for both faults: a time out
occurs. Since the event sequence is the same for both faults, a passive monitor cannot determine
the fault that caused the time out. The passive monitor needs to start an active diagnoser to
determine the fault.

LiftCmd(Up) −→ CylinderCmd(MoveUp) −→ CylinderOutpSignal(oInUpPos) (6.1)
LiftCmd(Up) −→ CylinderCmd(MoveUp) −→ TimeoutMoveup (6.2)
LiftCmd(Up) −→ CylinderCmd(MoveUp) −→ TimeoutMoveup (6.3)
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Requirements for the active diagnoser The active diagnoser needs to command the system
such that the response of the plant results in two different traces for the two different faults.
We use and create the active diagnoser as defined in Chapter 5. Similar to the proof of concept
in Section 4.3, the active diagnoser commands the lift to go down after a failure and waits for
the system’s response. A time out means that the cylinder is broken, while a ‘lift is down’
events means that the upper sensor is broken. As proposed in Section 5.2.1, we generate an
active diagnoser based on a partial system model, based on the machine control application
specification. The active diagnoser model shown in Figure 6.2 is created based on the partial
system model in Figure 4.6. After a diagnosis, the active diagnoser needs to communicate the
fault to the system engineer through a dashboard.

Figure 6.2: Active diagnoser for lift going up

Requirements for the prototype The software prototype needs to implement passive mon-
itors and active diagnosers. The passive monitor listens to the TIMEOUTMOVEUP from the
controller and next commands the active diagnoser to start. The active diagnoser halts the sys-
tem and sends the MOVEDOWN command and waits for a response from the system.

For this, the prototype needs to listen to controllers and interpret the following events:

• TIMEOUTMOVEUP

• CYLINDEROUTPSIGNAL(OINUPPOS)

• TIMEOUTMOVEDOWN

• CYLINDEROUTPSIGNAL(OINDOWNPOSITION)

The prototype needs to send the command:

• CYLINDERCMD(MOVEDOWN)

Additionally, the active diagnoser also needs to stop all system components before starting
the diagnosis.

Broken cylinder scenario To illustrate the active diagnoser’s usability, we inject a fault in the
lift in the controller of the MerryGoRound. For this, a system operator changes a setting in the
controller that causes the cylinder or the upper lift sensor to break down. The passive monitor
continuously listens to the controller to detect time outs of the lift. After it detects a time out,
the passive monitor notifies the active diagnoser. The active diagnoser commands the lift to go
down, which results in a second time out. The active diagnoser notifies the service engineer of
the fault in the cylinder. Figure 6.3 illustrates the scenario.
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Figure 6.3: Broken cylinder scenario of lift diagnosis

6.2 Prototype
We created the diagnosis prototype as a plugin to the Machine Control Server of Cordis Suite.
The plugin, Acdiag, is written in the programming language C# and contains all diagnosis logic,
i.e., the passive monitors and active diagnosers. Figure 6.4 shows how the plugin relates to the
Cordis Suite components. The diagnosis plugin Acdiag communicates with the Cordis Machine
Control Server (MCS). The MCS checks during startup which plugins are specified and provides
an interface to plugins. The plugins can subscribe to all events of a controller and can send
commands to the controller.

6.2.1 Fault injection
As there is no failure diagnosis without failures, faults must be injected at some place in the
system. Since the simulation does not support faults, the easiest way is to ‘inject’ these faults
in the controller. A changed version of the MerryGoRound controller supports faults as a set-
ting. When a fault is activated, the controller changes its behaviour to show externally visible
behaviour as if a fault manifested itself in the simulation. During run-time, the faults can be
activated through the dashboard. The two faults, a fault in the cylinder and a fault in the sensor,
are achieved by ignoring certain events. For a broken cylinder fault, the controller ignores the
commands to go up, which results in the cylinder never moving. For the broken sensor fault,
the controller ignores the sensor events of the upper lift sensor. The lift still goes up, but the
upper lift sensor is ignored. Since the lift model of the controller never receives a sensor event,
it generates a time out.
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Figure 6.4: Overview of the diagnostic plugin in Cordis Suite

6.2.2 Implementation of passive monitors and active diagnosers
The plugin interface of the Cordis MCS is implemented as a publish-subscribe framework. The
diagnosis plugin becomes a subscriber of events of the MerryGoRound. During each scan cycle
of the controller, a callback function of the diagnosis plugin is called with the events that oc-
curred. The diagnosis plugin provides a mechanism where classes can subscribe to specific
data sent by the controller. The passive monitors and active diagnosers are subscribers to their
desired data. The plugin contains an object-oriented framework of passive monitors and active
diagnosers consisting of several classes, the most relevant classes and function are shown in
Figure 6.5. Abstract classes and functions are shown in italic.

Passive monitors We use a typical object-oriented approach to handle multiple passive mon-
itors and active diagnosers. The plugin contains an abstract class called ABSTRACTPASSIVE-
MONITOR. It describes the required functions of a passive monitor class and also provides some
general functionality. Each passive monitor must be created with the component that it listens to
as an argument. For instance, for the MerryGoRound example, the passive monitor only listens
to the lift component’s events.

The implementation of the SIMPLELIFTMONITOR that detects the TIMEOUTMOVEUP fail-
ure is straight-forward. It listens to events and starts the specified active diagnoser when the
event called TIMEOUTMOVEUP is received.

Active diagnosers Similarly to the passive monitor setup, each active diagnoser is implemen-
ted as a subclass of an abstract class called ABSTRACTACTIVEDIAGNOSER. The subclasses are
also required to define the component of interest.

The plugin contains a state machine framework that can be used by the active diagnosers.
The framework consists of state classes and a context class. The context class is given to each
state class and provides the functionality to change to a different state and send commands to
the controller. In Figure 6.5, the dependency from STATE to STATE represents that state classes
know other state classes to transition to. Each state class describes an ONENTRY function and
a HANDLEEVENT function.

Each active diagnoser subclass describes its initial state, which describes the logic when an
active diagnoser is deactivated. The dependency in Figure 6.5 from ACTIVELIFTDIAGNOSER
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to STATE represents the relation of the diagnoser to its initial state class. A STARTDIAGNOSING
function in the active diagnoser changes the initial state to the first diagnosis state. The state
classes contain the diagnosis logic. The specific active diagnoser for the lift going up failure,
the ACTIVELIFTDIAGNOSER, is implemented as is defined in Figure 6.2 with additional events
to stop the system after a failure and to reset the system after diagnosis.

Diagnostics handler The diagnostics handler provides the mechanism to provide the correct
events to the passive monitors and active diagnosers. The passive monitors and active diagnosers
all have a callback function to handle events. The diagnostics handler contains active diagnosers
and passive monitors and defines the relation between passive monitors and active diagnosers.
For each event received from the controller, the diagnostics handler uses the procedure defined
in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Handling controller events

1: monitors: list of passive monitor objects
2: diagnosers: list of active diagnoser objects
3: procedure HANDLEEVENT(event)
4: for all monitor in monitors do
5: if monitor.listensTo(event) == true then
6: monitor.HandleEvent(event)
7: end if
8: end for
9: for all diagnoser in diagnosers do

10: if diagnoser.listensTo(event) == true then
11: diagnoser.HandleEvent(event)
12: end if
13: end for
14: end procedure
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6.3 Results
The created prototype using our proposed approach can detect the specified lift failure and, more
importantly, can distinguish the potential faults preceding the failure.

During implementation, we made a small change in the model presented in Figure 6.2. We
expected that a cylinder fault would always result in a time out. If the lift is in the bottom
position and gets the command to move down, its position does not change, and therefore, we
assumed that the controller would not generate a sensor value event. This is assumption was
incorrect; the controller directly generates a ‘lift is down’ event when the lift gets the command
to go down. Therefore, the active diagnoser also checks for an immediate sensor value after
the command to go down is issued. The other transitions are implemented as described. The
resulting state machine diagram is shown in Figure 6.6.

Figure 6.6: Implemented lift diagnoser in Acdiag

In the following paragraphs, we will check the proposed approach against the criteria de-
scribed in Section 4.1 and will compare our approach to classical DES diagnostics.

Effort of modeling The prototype shows that with our approach, failures can be diagnosed
by specifying simple passive monitors and active diagnosers without much effort. There is no
need for complete system models; the passive monitors and active diagnosers are small, local
models. It is sufficient to model the part of the system model that contains the fault traces, based
on the MCA specification. The domain knowledge comes from the MCA specification and from
the system designer. The proposed approach reduces the effort of modeling compared to classic
DES diagnostics, because it does not require a complete system model.

Composability The proposed method is composable because the monitors and diagnosers are
based on single components. Together these models form a complete suite for the detection and
diagnosis of failures. Therefore the composability is similar to that of classical DES diagnostics,
since it also uses a model for each system component.

Expressiveness The active diagnosers and passive monitors provide sufficient expressiveness
to define the required functionality to detect a simple failure, but the functionality can be exten-
ded to support more complex failures. The expressiveness of our active diagnosers are compar-
able to the passive diagnosers used by Sampath et al. [33]. Still, since more types of passive
monitoring can be used, our approach could express more types of failure. In our prototype
we show that we can also use events from the controller (the timeouts), something that is not
possible in classical DES diagnostics. It should be noted that we only used a simple passive
monitor and the usage of more complex passive monitors is future work.

Model adaptability The adaptability of the models is improved compared to the classical
DES diagnostic approach. The active diagnosers are small models that can be changed and
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extended with the required functionality when a system component changes. A change in a
system, such as introducing a component, only results in adding additional passive monitors
and active diagnosers. This shows that our approach is more adaptable in practice than classical
DES diagnosis, since this would require the regeneration of the passive diagnoser from the
system model.

Model understandability and diagnosis explainability The models’ understandability and
the diagnosis explainability were not checked with end-users, because these were unavailable
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Instead, we checked these criteria with machine control applic-
ation experts working at Cordis Automation, who have end-user knowledge. The experts found
the diagnosis models to be understandable and found the set of faults given as diagnosis result to
give an understandable explanation of the failure. Moreover, the diagnosis models use concepts
similar to those in machine control application specification models, which the end-users are
used to. Since we use similar concepts, we assume that the understandability of both the model
and the diagnosis are similar to classical DES diagnostics.

Scalability The scalability of our approach is promising. Since the diagnosis tooling is ex-
ternal, various monitors and diagnosers can be defined and used without impacting the system
behaviour. The computational complexity of the used models is low because they are smaller
than the models using the classical DES diagnostic approach. By using modular diagnosers
opposed to one monolithic diagnoser, we reduce the total size of the diagnoser because the size
of diagnosers is exponential in terms of the state of the original system model.

Effectiveness While our approach is more scalable than classical DES diagnostics, the proto-
type still shows that our approach can determine faults that cause the detected failure effectively.
Still, we have to note that we used a simple failure and it is future work to determine how well
the approach scales when used with more complex failures and (bigger) real-life systems.

6.4 Conclusion on implementation
The chapter answered Research question Q6: ‘Does the refined method of anomaly diagnosis
found by answering Research question Q4 satisfy the criteria identified in Research ques-
tion Q2?’ The prototype can detect and diagnose a simple failure that is introduced by injecting
a fault in a controller. The prototype shows that the proposed method satisfies most of the cri-
teria of Research question Q2. The usability was checked with machine control application
from Cordis Automation, who have end-user knowledge. It is future work to the usability with
end-users. Similarly, the scalability should be checked against a real-life system instead of a
simulator.
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7 Conclusion

This thesis proposed a semi-automated method to diagnose failures in industrial systems con-
trolled by machine control applications. The thesis started with the observation that a machine
control application specification could provide (a part of) the required domain knowledge to
create a model to solve an ongoing issue in the industry. A diagnosis model based on domain
knowledge can quickly diagnose the root cause of a failure and reduce the duration of unplanned
production interruptions. This chapter gives a thesis summary in Section 7.1, discusses the re-
search results in Section 7.2 and proposes future work in Section 7.3.

7.1 Summary
This section gives an overview of the steps taken to establish the proposed method, summarises
answers to the research questions, and presents an overview of the main contributions.

The thesis starts with giving an overview of existing methods that use domain knowledge
to diagnose anomalies, where the focus was on hardware failure as anomaly. Additionally, it
shows several existing methods to detect failures as background information. Chapter 2 answers
Research question Q1: ‘What are existing diagnostic methods for the diagnosis of anomalies in
industrial systems?’ There are several methods that create a diagnostic model based on domain
knowledge. The found methods primarily use Bayesian networks, DES diagnostic models and
decision trees.

To prepare the reader for the remaining chapters, Chapter 3 gives an introduction to discrete-
event systems in general, an introduction to Cordis Suite and an introduction to discrete-event
system diagnostics. Discrete-event systems are a type of systems characterised by a discrete
state set and event-driven behaviour. Cordis Suite provides the tools to specify controllers of
discrete-event systems. Discrete-event system diagnostics is an approach that can diagnose
failures in discrete-event systems. The approach describes the normal and faulty behaviour in a
single model, which can be used to diagnose the system.

Next, the thesis describes a comparison between the methods found in answering Research
question Q1, to select the best fitting model found in the literature. One of the three models fea-
tured in the overview, decision trees, was not considered in the comparison because the decision
tree methods are primarily data-based. We created a set of criteria to guide the comparison.
The criteria are shown in Section 4.1 and describe the method’s usability together with the ex-
pressiveness and effectiveness of the model. The criteria answer Research question Q2: ‘Which
quality criteria determine how well diagnostic methods fit in the context of machine control
applications?’

Besides the criteria, Chapter 4 describes proofs of concept of the application of Bayesian
networks and the application of DES diagnostic models to the same diagnosis problem. Based
on the criteria and the proofs of concept, Research question Q3: ‘Which method for diagnosing
detected anomalies of industrial systems found by answering Research question Q1 is most
fitting according to the criteria of Research question Q2?’ is answered. While both methods
appear to be promising, a method using DES diagnostic models fits discrete-event systems best.
While Bayesian networks are more expressive in general, the DES diagnostic models have a
smaller required user effort since they can be more directly be based on the machine control
application specification.

The classical DES diagnostic method is a formal method based on a complete system model,
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which results in problems with scalability. We propose a more practical approach in Chapter 5,
which uses the classical DES diagnostic method concepts. The proposed method answers Re-
search question Q4: ‘How can the method found by answering Research question Q3 be refined
to use machine control application specifications and data from systems in the field?’. The pro-
posed two-step method first detects failures and in the second step, diagnoses the failures. The
method uses machine control application specifications to create passive monitors and active
diagnosers. Based on the system’s data, passive monitors detect failures in the first phase, while
active diagnosers diagnose the failure in the second step.

Chapter 5 also answers Research question Q5: ‘Which diagnostic information of the abnor-
mal behaviour should a method present to system developers?’. The proposed method diagnoses
failures. Such a diagnosis results in a set of faults that could have caused the failure. Information
such as the controller’s related variables to the failure and the sequence of events between the
fault and failure are proposed as additional information. The faults and failure are shown to a
system engineer through the dashboard that is also used to control the system.

Finally, the paper describes a prototype based on the proposed method in Chapter 6. The
prototype helps to answer Research question Q6: ‘Does the refined method of anomaly dia-
gnosis found by answering Research question Q4 satisfy the criteria identified in Research
question Q2?’. The prototype can detect and diagnose a simple failure that is introduced by
injecting a fault in a controller. The prototype shows that the proposed method satisfies most of
the criteria of Research question Q2. The usability was checked with machine control applica-
tion from Cordis Automation, who have end-user knowledge. It is future work to the usability
with end-users. Similarly, the scalability should be checked against a real system instead of a
simulator.

The main research of the paper can be answered with the answers found on the research
questions. ‘How can detected anomalies in systems controlled by machine control applic-
ations be diagnosed in a generic and knowledge-driven way?’ Detected anomalies can be
diagnosed using a pragmatic approach based on discrete-event system diagnostics. The prag-
matic approach can generically be applied to manually made MCA-controlled systems and uses
domain knowledge in the form of a machine control application specification as input. The
method is able to detect failures and diagnose the root causes of these failures.

Main contributions The main contributions of this thesis are:

• Providing an overview of diagnostic methods that are primarily based on domain know-
ledge.

• Explaining discrete-event system diagnostics, focusing on the online diagnosis of systems
controlled by manually made machine control applications.

• Demonstrating how Bayesian networks and discrete-event systems can be applied to fail-
ure diagnosis of discrete-event systems.

• Providing a structured comparison between Bayesian networks and discrete-event system
diagnostics based on their practical usage.

• Presenting a pragmatic method based on the formal discrete-event system diagnostics.

• Describing and implementing a prototype of the pragmatic discrete-event system dia-
gnostic method.

7.2 Discussion
This section discusses the thesis results and proposes future work. The main result of the thesis
is the proposed method. The method uses a two-step approach to failure detection and diagnosis,
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which seems promising. The approach is flexible because any specified failure in a system can
be diagnosed. Instead of the more formal DES approach of Sampath et al. [33], it is up to the
creator of the models to determine which failures should be detected. One could start with one
component and create passive monitors and active diagnosers. Based on observation on the real
machine, failures and the corresponding monitors and diagnosers can be added. Thanks to the
modularity of the approach, once a component has monitors and diagnosers, these can be used
on any system containing the components.

The two-step approach also gives flexibility between passively monitoring and actively dia-
gnosing a system. Based on the specific requirements, one could focus on in-depth monitoring
using passive diagnosers. In practice, extensive passive monitoring could help diagnose failures
without starting an active diagnoser. Failures that only have a small set of faults as a poten-
tial root cause could be resolved without requiring an active diagnoser. Passive diagnosers, for
example, are also able to differentiate between faults.

On the other hand, the prototype supports failures with multiple root causes and failures
which result in a system stop. In this case, the system no longer can be passively diagnosed.
Active diagnosis can reduce the set of faults. For most of the diagnosis scenarios, both passive
monitoring and active diagnosis are viable options. We think that system engineers should make
a trade-off between the passive monitoring and active diagnosis based on the cost of stopping
the system and the cost of giving commands to the system, compared to increased diagnosis
speed of using an active diagnoser.

One explicit limitation of the proposed method is that it can no longer determine a system’s
diagnosability. While the active diagnosers are based on a system model, they do not provide
a complete diagnoser automaton that can be used to determine diagnosability. The active dia-
gnosers only model paths in the system model that provide information on a failure. If the
determination of diagnosability of a system is required, a complete (modular) system model
should be created including faults. Automatic generation of the diagnoser from that system
model and F -indeterminate cycle checking in the diagnoser as described in Section 3.3.6 can
help determine diagnosability of a system.

7.3 Future work
In this section, we will describe the method’s limitations and propose ways to improve the
proposed method.

Application to a real example The proposed method and the created prototype were only
applied to an example system. The MerryGoRound does not have all properties of a real system,
such as the size. The proposed method’s scalability and usability should be evaluated against a
real system.

Likewise, in the current example scenario, it is always possible to stop the system. In prac-
tice, such a hard stop of the system might not be beneficial for the system’s health and might not
even be possible. Hence, when extending the prototype for a real system, it should be determ-
ined how active diagnosers, or a step between passive monitoring and active diagnosis, could
use safe aborts. A starting point could be the idea of marked locations used in supervisory con-
trol synthesis [42]. These system models describe safe states that are always reachable. Going
to such a state before diagnosis should always be possible. The right safe location should be
found that enables active diagnosis.

Relaxing assumptions The proposed method assumes that faults are caused by components
that are broken. There are more types of failure in practice, such as drift-like faults, where
a component’s behaviour degrades over time and intermittent faults that cause failures to be
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happening on an irregular interval. Further research should evaluate whether these faults can
also be detected and diagnosed by the proposed method.

Furthermore, our example assumes that the system only has a single fault. In the example,
only the cylinder or a sensor is broken. In practice, one fault might also cause other faults. It
should be researched what the impact is on active diagnosers when the single fault assumption
is relaxed.

The prototype currently uses a simple passive monitor that starts an active diagnoser with
a failure. While we do not assume that the interface between passive monitors and active dia-
gnosers only consists of giving failures, the prototype example used this simple interface. It
should be researched what the implications are of also giving a set of faults that should be re-
duced to the active diagnoser. For example, a passive diagnoser could already have reduced the
potential faults set from the total fault set of the system.

Furthermore, we assume that active diagnosers are directed acyclic graphs. There could be
cases where repetition is required to detect a failure. This required repetition would directly
result in a non-diagnosable system based on the definition of diagnosability in DES diagnostics.
Therefore we think that in principle cycles are never required. Furthermore, for a finite number
of loops, a diagnoser model could also describe the required behaviour several times instead of
describing a single loop.

Improvements to active diagnosers While the structure and principles of active diagnosers
were described in this thesis, the creation of the active diagnosers is a manual process based on
(traces of) a system model. We have some ideas on how the creation of active diagnosers could
be improved. First, there is a relation between active diagnosis and model-based testing. Model-
based testing also uses a model to test system properties [62]. In cases of non-determinism, such
testing frameworks also need to take into account in which states the system could be [63]. It
should be researched whether the generation of active diagnoser can use principles of generating
test traces. This could reduce the manual effort of creating an active diagnoser by determining
the traces that exclude potential faults.

Like Chanthery and Pencolé [47] propose, the active diagnosis generation can also be ap-
proached as a planning problem. They generate an optimum active diagnoser based on the
system model and a set of criteria. A planning algorithm could determine paths through the
system model and represent these paths as an active diagnoser defined in this paper. Their plan-
ning algorithm assumes that there are multiple ways to implement the system function. We
noticed that this might not always be the case in autonomous systems. In our case study on the
MerryGoRound, we noticed that this only has one sequence of events to implement the system
function. It should be researched whether these planning algorithms also apply to discrete-event
systems in general.

Finally, one of the disadvantages of the proposed method compared to Bayesian networks
is that the proposed method only acts based upon sensor values observed by the controller.
Bayesian networks can also use human, external observations such as a visual inspection of
system parts. It might be interesting to research the advantages to allow human input during the
execution of an active diagnoser.
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A Applying rule-based decision trees

A.1 Decision trees
The experiment with decision trees is based on the rule-based approach of Abdelhalim et al.
[29]. The rationale behind this decision is experts’ ability to look at the rules before they are
generated into a decision tree. This makes it the least data-driven approach found for the gener-
ation of decision trees. A rule-set is used to determine if a semi-automatic luggage scanner has
a failure. If a tray is present (unobservable for the system) and the sensor is high, the personnel
should accept the tray to start the conveyor belt.

Figure A.1 shows the set of rules. The first line explains each column. Each subsequent
lines represent one rule. Each rule expresses, based on observations (the first four columns), if
a failure occurred and if so, which failure (last column). The observations in the table below
are the presence of a TRAY, the SENSOR SIGNAL, the state of the BELT and the action of
the PERSONNEL. The failures include a broken conveyor, a broken tray-presence sensor and a
Human Machine Interface (HMI) error. DONTCARE means that the observation is not relevant
to determine the fault.

The following observations can be made about the rules in Figure A.1. It shows that if there
is an inconsistency between the tray being present and the sensor detecting the tray, the sensor
is most likely broken (second and third rule). If a tray is present and accepted, but the belt does
not run, the conveyor is most likely broken. Finally, if a tray is present, but never accepted, the
personnel did not accept it or was never notified, hence the HMI error.

The resulting decision tree generated by the approach is shown in Figure A.2. It shows
that the observations are now decisions to determine the most probable fault. The order of the
decisions is based on the information each decision gives [29]. In total, four criteria are used.
The criteria are applied in order and only if a tie comes out of a criterion, the next criterion is
applied. The first criterion, the Attribute effectiveness, tries to find the rule that has the least
DONTCARE values. In Figure A.2, the sensor signal and tray presence are the first two decision
because they do not have any DONTCARE values. For the entire sequence of criteria, we refer to
Abdelhalim et al. [29].

tray, sensor_signal, belt_running, personnel, Failure?
present high no accepted conveyor_broken
present low dontcare dontcare sensor_broken
absent high dontcare dontcare sensor_broken
present high no waiting HMI_error
present high yes accepted no_error
absent low no waiting no_error

Figure A.1: List of rules as source for the decision tree
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Figure A.2: Decision tree created from rules
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